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APPENDIX A
SIMULATION OUTPUT FOR ERS LOADING STUDY
PRINTOUT DESCRIPTION
The printout starts with a run identification. The ground station
is then named and is defined by its 3° elevation cones, which are next
listed in "framed world" coordinates. The listing of the nine columns









AOS (acquisition of signal)
frame of first contact
LOS (loss of signal) frame
of first contact




0 - no contact
1 to 121
0 - no contact
1 to 121
0 - no second contact
1 to 121
AOS and LOS of "uplink-only" 0 - no contact
station 1 to 121
Duration of night contact
in number of frames
Same as 8 for "uplink-only"
stations
0 to 121
Thus, on Run ID R25,P,2STA, there is one day contact on orbit 1.
Frame 1 is the first frame in the cone and frame 12 is the last frame
in the cone. There is a 46-frame station contact on the night section
of orbit 1. Orbits are numbered starting at frame 1 (northernmost part
of orbit). There are no orbits within two separate station contacts.
Station cone overlaps are integrated into a single AOS and LOS.
The listing then describes the control parameters (except for the
random number generator seeds and sun angle constraints) used for the run.
Seed numbers are listed on timing listing and sun angle controls are printed
on the maps. Sun angle controls can change every cycle, and cannot be
output at this point.
Freewheeling described in the controls approximates the overhead
encountered during playback because data is downlinked before and after
the data desired, due to uncertainties in positioning the tape recorder.
The next listing of seven columns presents revised station con-
tacts and the computed net frames allowed to be downlinked. The first
two columns give AOS and LOS of the first contact (labeled START 1 and
END 1); the third column gives the net allowed downlink (labeled DOWN 1).
As an example: orbit 1 has a 12-frame contact but only 8 frames can be
downlinked since 2 frames are removed for AOS and 2 for LOS. Freewheeling
cost is removed later. Columns 5, 6, and 7 are for any second station
contact on an orbit.
The printout now presents one page per day scheduled. The parameters
used in calling the optimization routine are first listed. The "take
limit" is essentially unlimited. The span of revolution identified as
a day is identified and the number of passes printed. A pass in this
simulation is the period from a station LOS to the next station LOS. A
single day is optimized at once, and the tape recorder is managed on a
pass basis.
Station AOS (NENT) and LOS (NEXIT) identifiers are next listed.
NDLNT is the length in frames of a night station contact. MADENT, MADEXT,
and MADNIT are for "uplink-only" stations and are never used in this study.
The parameters for each pass and the optimized schedule for the day
is then presented. The columns and their meanings are as follows:







ON, OFF, ON, OFF
LI
The orbit and frame number of the starting point
of a pass. This is the location of the first target
following a station exit.
The same as above, but for computer use as a single
subscript entry to the two-dimensional target matrix.
IREV1 = (ST FRM) + 130*(ST ORB - 1)
The orbit and frame of the last point in a pass. This
is the location of the last target before a station
AOS.
An IREVl for the end of the pass.
The number of frames allowed to be downlinked at the
end of a pass. If a night station contact is fol-
lowed by a station contact at frame 1 of the next
orbit, IOUT is the proper total output. No pass
is generated totally at night. All subtractions and
and checks for minimum downlinks have been performed
in calculating IOUT.
Uplink-only pass identifier. Always zero.
The total score achieved for this pass by the scheduler.
The first (ON) and the last (OFF) frame of each
scheduled operation, by orbit and frame number. More
than one line of data may be presented here.
Ll is the value of the first Lagrange multiplier used
to optimally schedule the system. This value is sub-
tracted from all candidate frames. Thus if Ll = 8,
frame values are from 1 to -8, and the scheduler will
only take constrained operations to yield a net positive
score. This parameter controls overloading of the
tape recorder.
L2 L2 is the value of the second Lagrange multiplier and
is used to control the number of operations. It is
always zero in this study.
OP This is the number of "on-off" record operations
scheduled this pass.
TP This is the number of frames remaining on the tape
recorder after any dump at the end of the pass.
FR FR is the number of actual frames scheduled (no over-
head) this pass.
The total for the day and the status of the tape recorder is presented.
As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to have an empty tape recorder at
the end of each day. At the bottom of the page for day 18, totals for
the cycle are presented. This only accounts for recorded operations and
frames.
This simulation then applies weather to the data base and recalculates
downlink capabilities. Thus, the printout is repeated, starting with the
listing of entries, exits, and dumps considering targets.
OUTPUT MAPS
The maps present the "framed world" as seen by the satellite.
Since the orbit repeats (+ 10 nmi) every 251 orbits and since frames of
data (121 per orbit) are deterministically defined on 25-s centers with
the center of frame 61 on the equator, the world can be defined as a
251 orbit x 121 frame matrix. In this presentation, the ground trace is
a straight line (one line per orbit) and all orbits cross the equator at
9:30 local sun time.
There are two types of maps presented in the data that follows.
The first is a description of the input data base (the target list before
optimized scheduling). Maps 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are type one. The second
type map, maps 4 and 7, present the results of optimized scheduling
against the input data base for one full 18-day cycle.
Orbits are numbered down the left margin. Frames are numbered
across the top. The total numbers of letters, numbers, and dots printed
in each orbit are listed down the right margin.
Station cones are overprinted in brackets. Maps are preceded by
a descriptor page and followed by a summary page.
MAP 1
Map 1 presents a digit for each frame requested, and the digit is
the number of requests for that frame in the data base. Requests
greater than 9 are listed as 9. Data within station cones (especially
U.S. data) may be faulty, since the data base available was produced for
non-real time scheduling, and the U.S. was added as a single user block.
Note that 15,306 frames of a maximum 30,371 frames have been requestedl
The summary page presents the frequency of appearance of each
numeral (reflecting the integrated U.S.), and requested frames within
the station cones are counted.
MAP 2
Map 2 presents the same frames as Map 1 but the digit presented is
the acceptable cloud cover for the "boss" user. The boss user for a
frame requested by more than one user is that user which gives the frame
the highest value (see Map 4 and discussion in Maps 4 and 7). The ac-
ceptable cloud cover is presented in tenths.
MAP 3
Map 3 presents the same frames as Map 1, but the digit is the simula-
ted NOAA cloud forecast for that frame (1 = 0 to 30% cover, 2 = 31% to
70% cover, 3 = 71% to 100% cover predicted).
MAP 4
Map 4 presents constraints and results. Weather is not considered.
In the single line between the frame numbers and the first orbit, there
may appear one or two letter S's for "sun angle constraint." If so, all
frames from frame 1 to and including the frame defined by S in the first
half of the map are removed from the data base, and all frames from the
frame defined by S in the right (southern) half to frame 121 are removed
for insufficient sun illumination. (In these runs frames 1 to 4 and 111
to 121 are removed. This is equivalent to sun elevation of 10° or less
at either equinox. The northern and southern losses are not equal,
because of orbit inclination.)
Down the column between the orbit number and the first frame, alter-
nate orbits are identified by a solidus (/). As there is an odd number
of orbits, adjacent orbits 1 and 238 are both marked. On identified
orbits, the first and last n frames are removed from the data base as
being redundant due to overlap. The number of frames n then removed is
identified at the bottom of the map by a line of solidi. (18 frames are
removed from both ends of the alternate orbits on these runs. This
corresponds to 60°N and S latitude where overlap is about 60%.)
MAP 5
Map presents the data base exactly like Map 1, except that a simu-
lated weather forecast has been applied. For each frame, each user
request was considered if the forecast predicted an acceptable amount of
cloud cover. The following decision logic was used:
FORECAST CONSIDERED REQUESTS REJECTED REQUESTS
1 All None
2 4 through 9 1 through 3
3 8, 9 1 through 7
This scheme deleted many requests from the data base and allowed
some "secondary" users to rise to "boss" users as can be seen in compari-
son of Maps 4 and 7, where lower values appear on frames in Map 7 than
in Map 4. Identically, if a frame appears in Maps 5 through 7 when the
logic applied to forecasts (Map 3) and requests (Map 2) indicate rejec-
tion, weather not acceptable to the old boss user was acceptable to a
secondary user.
MAP 6
Map 6 presents the same data as Map 3 after the simulated weather
forecast is applied.
MAP 7
Map 7 corresponds to Map 4 with weather. Note here that, since
weather knocked out some real-time targets (compare targets within cones)
more time was available for tape recorder unloading. Since there are
many more requests than can be satisfied, more remote frames can be
taken. Also more operations (record operations) are required since
weather breaks up the requests into small segments.
The conclusion is that the system is limited by tape recorder
capacity, and downlink time is probably limited for one or two stations.
The results are presented as follows:
1. Numbers Identify frames requested and taken (scheduled).
The number is the value assigned to the frame by the boss user
(2 to 9).
2. Letters identify frames requested and not taken. The letters
correspond to the values assigned to each frame by the boss
user. The correspondence between letters and numbers is:
Z A B C D E F G H J
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(Letters I and 0 are not used to avoid obvious confusion.)
3. Dots identify frames taken but not requested. These frames
are scheduled since a minimum of 8 frames not taken must
occur between two sensor operations. The optimization algo-
rithm achieves a maximum score by taking some unrequested
frames where necessary.
Note that no frames are taken within station cones, as the scheduling
algorithm does not address real-time targets.
The total frames taken is then the sum of:
Numbers (frames taken)
Unrequested frames taken
Targets within station cones
In Map 4, more summary items take meaning. "Targets Eliminated"
are thosed frames which have been excluded for sun angle or overlap con-
straints. The "number of operations" is the number of "on-off" record
operations.
SUMMARY REPORT
A summary is printed for each run for each pass. STORE, STFRM,
ENDORB, ENDFRM, and IOUT are taken directly from the output presented
from the scheduler for each day's schedule. OPS is the number of opera-
tions (OP), TAPE is the number of frames on tape at the end of the pass
(TP), and FRAMES is the number of frames collected on the pass (FR), also
from the daily listing. MAXTAPE is the peak loading of the tape recorder
on the pass before dumping. DUMPED is the number of frames dumped at the
end of the pass. (These frames may be dumped at two or three stations—
if there were two night contacts followed by a contact at frame 1 on the
following orbit—only the total downlink is presented.)




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































QTR 1 TO 1
CYC 1 TO I
ORB 3 TO ?
DAILY LIMIT = 4PC
13FRAMES ELIMINATED ON ALTFRMATE ORBITS FROM NORTH AND SOUTH LIMITS
ALL DAY COMES SHORTENED BY ? FRAMES AOS, 2 FRAMES LOS. ti FP/XMES MINIMUM ALLOwEH.
MINIMUM FOR'NIGHT CONES is 9 FRAMES.
2 FRAMFS REMOVED FROM ALL CONES FQP TAPE FREEWHEELING
4 FRAMES REMOVED FROM NIGHT CONES FOR AOS. LOS. WHEELING IS ALSO SUBTRACTED.
8 FRAMES MINIMUM OFF
15 MAXIMUM OPERATIONS BETWEEN CONTACTS
65 FRAME TttPE RECORDER
USER LIMIT= Q999C)
ENTRIES. EXITS, DUMPS CONSIDERING TARGETS























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 *•* ^  0
1 l<+4 0
1274 . 0



















































































































































b i / 3 0
4 3 '5 4 3
TOTAL OUFRATIO\S= i
TOTAL FPAUF.S = 73 33 «FS OM TA^fc".* F.ND OF D A Y .
CALLING ;1DTI, OAY 2. CYCLE
































































































































0 • 0 0 0 0
0 ' -.1 0 '» 0
0 •'( 0 0 '.';
U ii a ii 0
n (••• ,••) • o o '
ju pa 3^ ?w .;-./











































































































































( <» 3 ) « 6

































































































































16 FRAMES ON TAt'F.. ENO OF OAY.
CALLING OPTI. HAY 4. CYCLL i« io.








































































































: 2 > '-i /
1REV2
5 7 0 0
651 5
6643






















































































OFF ON . (IFF H
(1 (1 'i 0 0 ') ^
0 0 0 0 0 0 9
0 1) 0 0 0 i) 9
o o o n o o 9
0 0 f\ 0 0 0 ' • <5
57 19 5 f 3 ? ^7 T J 0
57 b9 57 102 57 in 3
1.2 o* T ^ ' K H
0 0 0 0
n n 0 o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o n o o
n tt (, 17
TOTAL 0°FRAT
TOTAL FRAMES = 17 ON TAPE. fMO OF OAY.
CALLING O^TI. OAY 5. CYCLE 1
TAKF LIMIT 1H05. FSO^ riEV 58






















































































TO 71 ( 71) . 6 PASSES.

























































































































1 9 o 0 0 0
50 60 50 60 51
74 61 T2 61 'W
2^  64 ?^  64 5^
51 ~~n o ir~ o
0 0 0 0 0
19 6 u 1 a 3 ^ ;). 1 "i .1
19 7!) 19 7P. '\7














0 1 3 1 ' 3
0 031 0
0 4 35 22
0 ? 35 28
TOTAL OPF«ATIONS= 14
TOTAL FPAMFS = S? 35 FPAMFS ON TAPE. FNO OF OAY.
CALL IMG ">PT1« DAY 6. CYCLE 1. OtlAPT'£>!
TAKE LIMIT ?124, FRO'-1 TV 72 TO -15 ( 6 PASSES. n/wn..<-.= o


























































































































1 0 i 8 3 0





















































































































TOTAL FRAMES = FS O;M T A P F . £ND OF D A Y .
CALLING .T=»Tl« OAY 7.




























































































1 . OUrt^Tf # \
.f, TO 9'> ( 0'.















FMOFp-t F P E V 2
103 1115'
f >7 l lh r iV
50 I 2 0 1 n
104 1?194
103 1 2 7 1 3









































 L i6r'FLG = 0




































OM OFF Ol-j .OFF t. 1
H fr, ] 9 M f, 1 q A <s c, s i1, A ~ =; f*
H 7 •+ 0 ^ 7 4 2 rt A *i 7 3 ^ - 7 - 4 f«
92 22 9P 25 0 0 0 i-.
93 49 Q3 50 'i (' fi 0 6
0 0 0 0 -i 0 is ') 6
9ft ! 4 96 22 9h 103 '9s 1 •) -i e
97 19 97 19 on 19 Qfi Vi
gg S 7 g^ (.,1^  !| o ;'| o
^9 5 99 19 9 '•) ^7 09 69 *
L? (H> T'- F»<
A 2 0 2
( • 3 i T 15
r> 1 IV 2
n 017 0
0 *• 3 f 4 0




36 ON FMO OF 01Y.






































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 0 FRAMES tMO OF OAY.
CALLING noil. DAY 9, CYCLf. 1.
TAKF LIMIT 3204, FROM 3£V 11'v TO 127 ( 1 27) 7 PASSES. DAYFLO= 0



















































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 92 i?. F&AMFS ON TAPE* END OF OAY.
CALLING r)»TI, DAY If). CYCLE 1,








































































































































































































































0 FPAWFS ON T4i->F.» END OF PAY.
C^Lt . l ^G i P T I « H A Y i f , C Y C L t . 1 « (jtl-i 'JT?.'? {



































































































































I « E V ?
1 3 4 3 .3
19132
1 9 L 7 M
19289
199^3
2 0 1 3 0
•S BASSES.





























































ON OFF OM - O F F 11
] i+? ]9 142 19 14? 40 142 ^5 Q
) i»4 h7 144 73 147 79 ) / » 7 91 H
1 4 H 2 U 148 22 0 0 (1 n
o o o o o u n 0 . B
0 0 0 0 "n n (j-- n 8 •
151 19 151 21 15? 19 1S2 19 S
153 19 153 19 154 2* 154 12
155 5 155 19 155 4^ 155 <S-J 0
L? OP TP FW
0 2 2 17
0 3 25 23
0 0 2b 0
0 n- 25 •••-(>•
0 4 14 12
0 3 31 46
155 no
TOTAL
TOTAL 31 Fn/Vw.FS ON F.'MO OF OAY.
CALLIMG o°TI« nay



















































CLL I i O I I A P f f P I






































lOF^.'l f K t V ?
110 202*0
?l 20951
1 J 2 1 0 7 3
13 ?12iV3











































































































1.1 I...? OP TP FR
0 0 1 - 3 0











0 F^AfES Ol-i fcNO OF D A Y .
CALLING "PTI« HAY 13. C Y C L £ 1. O'.IAHTF.1? I
T A K E L I M T T 4571. F-v'M PEV 170 TO 183 ( 183). 6 PASSES.
NF.NT ( 1 ) M E X I T ( l ) . vlF.MTC! i - I F X l T ( 2 l MA OF. NT 4 A C J E X T
170 0 0 0 0 0 0
171 0 0 0 0 0 0
172 0 0 0 0 0 0
173 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 74 0 v 0 C 0 0
175 0 0 0 0 0 0
176 21 43 0 0 0 0
177 14 48 0 0 0 0
178 14 40 0 0 0 C
179 0 0 ;* 0 0 0
180 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0






































FA'OFPM I R E V ?


































































































































































TOTAL FPAMFS = 32 FSAMF5 0'-! TAOF. END OF DAY.
CALLING ")DTI. r>av 14, CYCLF




























































































































































































OFF ON 'OFF LI
0 0 r'l 0 0 0 9
0 U 0 (i 0 1) 9
0 0 ' ! 0 D O 9
0 0 ' 1 0 0 0 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 9
197 19 197 47 197 69 0
197 103 0 0 0 0
L.2 OP TP FH
0 0 24 o
0 0 2t 0
0 0 2t 0
0 0 24 0
0 0 0 0
0 3 0 26
TOTAL 0«FPATIOMS= 3













































































































( 21 1> PARSES.

























































TOTAL F R A M E S =
HO 27-410 2H 0








































































































M L2 OP TP FP
P 0 5 4V 47
7 ' n n 47 ' '0
7 (j 0 47 o
7 0 5 27 5
0 3 3b 37
CALLING nor 1 « Oft Y 1:S. i CYC L t





















































































1 , r i i / iPTf o |
)? TO •??? ( •'V-



















\ ) !) ?«970
1 1 u' 291 CO
10J 29^23













































































0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 U
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
66 224 5 224 19
:>•+ 22S 19 P?S 19
22? 46 ?2S 63
ON ' OFF LI L2 no TP F»<
il 0 0 0 9 o 0 36 0
o n i) M 9 C 0 3^ 0
0 0 0 0 9 o o 36 0
'i 0 u u '•» o 0 ti:* 0
o o o 7 n i 1 1 1 5
22S 33 22H 'Xi* n o 4 12 2 ."1
2<3C; 102 22S lo<
TOTAL
TOTAL FRAMES = ON OF HAY.
CALLING OPTI. HAY 17, CYCLE 1
TAKE LIMTT 5S2*« FROM REV 2?6 TO 239 ( 239), .6 PASSES. DAYFLC,= 0 ~



















































































































































































































































































TOTAL FDAMES = 91 38 FOAMK.S ON TAPE. END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 18, CYCLE I, OUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 6238, FROM REV 240 TO 2 ( 2), 6 PASSES. • ~DAYFLG="(T~





























































































































































































































ON OFF LI L2 OP TP FR
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 3 8 0
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 3 8 0
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 3 8 0
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 2 6 0
1 i<? 1 .W e1. 0 J J4 Jb
0 0 0 0
2 30 2 34 0 0 4 17 10
2 102 2 103
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE = 141
TOTAL FRAMES THIS CYCLE = 1006
ENTRIES, EXITS, DUMPS CONSIDERING TARGETS


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 1,
TAKE LIMIT 372, FROM










1 2 0 0
1 3 0 0
1 4 0 0
15 0 0






CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
REV 3' TO 15 ( 15) , 5














ENDORB ENOFPM" IREV2 IOUT
8 8B 998 0
9 104 1144 0
10 104 1274 0
14 102 1792 13








































































OFF " ON OFF LI L2 OP 1H FR
3 55 4 52 <* S'S 8 0 7 h5 48
4 "67 5""" 68 " 5 68
6 32 8 58 8 *7
8 8 6 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 6 5 0
0 U 0 0 0 0 H 0 0 6 5 0 '
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 5 2 0
15" T5 ' T5 ~~3~2 15""Tr 4 0 4 34 9
15 62 15 107 15 108
TOTAL OOF.RATIONS= n


















.ING OPTI, DAY 2,
: LIMIT 717, FROM


































CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
KEV ]6"TO "29 ( ""'29')"", ". 6"PAS"SFS". " DMFLG = 0
NENTI? ) NFX IT12 ) MADENT M A D E X T NDLNT MADNIT
0 0 0 0






















































































































0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 u 0
29 32 29 38
ON OFF LI L2 OP TP F^
0 0 0 0 ^ 0 0 y 0
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 8 0
0 0 0 0 ^ 0 0 « 0
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 8 0
0 0 O u 9 0 0 0 0
2 9 4 8 2 9 5 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
TOTAL OPF.RATIONS=
TOTAL FPAMES = 10 0 FRAMES ON TAPE, END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI. DAY 3, CYCLE 1, OUARTF.R 1
TAKE LIMTT 1109, FROM REV 30
NENT( l ) NF.XIT( l ) N E N T < ? >
30 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0
33 0 0 0
3 4 0 0 0
35 0 0 0
36 0 0 0
37 17 48 0
38 14 46 0
39 14 32 0
4 0 0 0 0
41 0 0 0
4 2 0 0 0
43 0 0 0
TO 43 ( 4 3 ) , 6 PASSES.















ST ORB ST FRM IREV1 ENDORB ENOFCH
30 1 3771 30 33
31 1 3901 36 84
37 50 4730 37 50
38 104 4914 38 104
39 104 5044 42 103

















































































































































































TOTAL F9AMES = 79 35 FRAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY 4,
TAKE LIMIT 1431, "FROU
NENT(l) MEXIT(l)



















































































' TO "" 57 •-(" 57) , 6 PASSES. ""DATFL(T= u
NEXIT<2> MADENT MAOEXT NOLNT 'MADNIT
0 0 0 31


















































I REV 2 I OUT







































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 61 26" FRAMES"WTAPE, "END" OF DAY.
TAKE LIMIT 1772























?, FROM REV 58 TO 71 ( 71) » 6 PASSES.
< IT (1 ) NENTJ?) P J E X I T C 2 ) MAOF.NT MAOEXT
0 0 0 0 0





















































































































































































































































QAV f,, CYCLE 1* QUARTER 1
>9, FKQM REV 72"TO 85 ( 85). 6 PASSES.
:.XIT(1) NENTI?) NE.XIT(2) MADE.NT MADEXT
0 " 0 0 ' " 0 0













































































































































































































































TAKE LIMTT 2465, FROM REV 86 TO 9'
NENTM) NEXIT(l) NENT<?) NEXIT
86 0 0 0 0
87 0 0 0 0
88 0 0 0 0
89 0 0 0 0
90 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 0 0
92 0 0 0 0
93 15 48 0 0
94 14 44 0 0
95 16 26 0 0
96 0 0 0 0
97 0 0 0 0
9 8 0 0 0 0
9 9 0 0 0 0
ST ORB ST FRM IREV1 ENOOW8 ENDFWrt
86 1 11051 86 103
87 1 11161 92 67
93 104 12064 93
94 104 12194 94
95 104 1?324 98




















































































































































































'0 34 ' 0
5 42 28
.1 dti Ib
TOTAL FRAMES = 78 28 FRAMES ON TAPE. ENO OF DAY.
C A L L I N G O P T I , D A Y R , C Y C L E 1 » Q U A R T E R 1
T A K E L I M I T 2789, F R O M REV 100 TO 113 ( 113) , -7 PASSES.
N E N T ( l ) N E X I T ( l ) N E N T ( ? ) NF..X I T ( 2 ) M A D t N T M A O E X T
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
102 0 0 0 ' ' 0 ' ' 0 0
1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
105 0 0 0 0 0 0
106 ?8 35 0 0 0 0
107 15 48 0 0 0 0
1 08 14 44 0 ' 0 0 0
109 18 ?5 0 0 0 0
110 0 U 0 0 0 0
111 0 0 0 0 0 0
112 0 0 0 0 0 0
113 0 0 0 0 0 0
ST ORB ST FRM I R E V 1 E N D O R B E N O F ° M . R E V 2 I O U T MAD
100 1 12871 100 ij9 12979 21 0
101 1 13001 106 24 13674 0 0
106 52 13702 107 14 13794 8 0
1 0 7 4 9 13829 108' 1 3 13923 0 0
108 107 14017 109 \7 14057 0 0
109 107 14147 112 107 14537 20 0
113 1 14561 113 103 14663 29 0
T O T A L O P E R A T I O N S = 16
DAYFLG=" o ~











































































































































TOTAL FOAMES = 80 30 FPAMES ON TAfE, END OF DAY.
TAKE LIMTT 3110* FROM REV 114 TO 127 ( 127), .7 PASSES.
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) N£NT(?) NEXIT<2) MADENT .MADEXT
114 0 0 0 0 0 0
115 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
117 0 0 0 0 0 0
118 0 0 0 0 0 0
119 0 0 0 0 0 0
120 25 38 0 0 0 0
121 14 48 0 0 0 0
1 ? 2 1 4 4 3 0 0 0 0
123 19 19 0 0 0 0
124 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
126 0 0 0 0 0 0
127 0 0 0 0 0 0
ST ORB ST FRM IPEV1 ENDORB tfNPFHM IRE*/2 IOUT MAD
114 1 14691 114 103 l<*793 19 0
115 1 14821 120 23 15491 8 0
120 53 15523 1?0 68 15538 6 0
121 49 15649 121 4* 15649 o 0
122 104 15R34 1?2 io4 15834 0 0
123 20 15880 1?6 85 16335 21 0



























































































































































































TOTAL FLUMES = 65 12 FRAMES ON TAPE, END OF DAY.
TAKE L I M T T 3447, FROM REV 1 ?8 TO 141 ( 141) , -6 PASSES. UAYFLG= 0
N E N T ( l ) N E X J T ( l ) N E N T f ? ) N E X I T ( 2 > MADENT M A
128 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0
131 0 0 0 0 0
132 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
134 24 39 0 0 0
135 14 48 0 0 0
136 14 42 0 0 0
137 0 0 0 0 0
138 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 9 0 0 0 0 0
140 0 0 0 0 0
141 0 0 0 0 0
ST ORB ST FRM IPEV1 ENDORH ENDFRM
12ft 1 16511 128 108
129 1 16641 134 ?•>
134 52 17342 ' 134 110
135 107 17527 136 13
136 107 17657 140 110

































































































CALLING OPTIi DAY 11, CYCLE 1, OI.IARTFR 1
TAKE LIMIT 3788, FROM REV 142 TO 155 ( 155) » -6 PASSES.
NENT(J) NEXIT(l) NENT<?) NF.'XIT(2) MADENT MADEXT
142 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
145 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
148 ?3 41 0 0 0 0
149 14 48 0 0.0 0
150 14 42 0 0 0 0
151 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
153 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
ST ORB ST FRM IREVl ENDORB EMDFRM IREV2 IOUT MAD
142 1 18331 142 103 1R433 15 0
143 1 18461 148 22 19132 0 0
148 53 19163 148 68 19178 0 0
149 104 19344 149 104 19344 0 0
150 104 19474 154 103 19993 23 0






























































































































































CALLING nPTI» DAY 12, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMTT 4101. FROM REV 1S6 TO 169 ( 169), •6 PASSES. DAYFLG= 0










































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 13, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 4479, FROM REV 170 TO 183 ( 183), .6 PASSES.
N E N T ( l ) N E X I T ( l ) NENT<?) N E X I T ( 2 > MADRNT M A O E X T
17C 0 0 0 0 0 0
171 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
173 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
176 21 43 0 0 0 0
177 14 48 0 0 0 0
178 14 40 0 0 0 0
1 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
ST ORB bT FRM IPEV1 ENDORS f.MDFPM IREV2 IOUT MAD
170 1 21971 170 35 22005 11 0
171 1 22101 176 20 22770 0 0
176 64 22814 176 67 22817 0 0
177 49 22929 177 49 22929 0 0
178 IDA 23114 182 103 23633 24 0



































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 14,




















































































































T7 197T,, .6 P*^ SSES. DAYFLG= 0


























































































































































CALLING OPTI. DAY 15. CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 5136, FROM REV 198 TO 21
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) NENT<2> NEXIT
198 0 0 0 ~" " 0



















































































































































































































CALLING nojl, DAY 16,














































CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1










































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 17, CYCLE 1, OuAHTFR 1
TAKE LIMIT 5841, FROM REV 2?6
N E N T ( l ) N E X I T ( l ) NENT(? )
2 2 6 0 0 0
2 2 7 0 0 0
2 2 8 0 0 0
229 0 0 0
2 3 0 0 0 0
231 0 0 0
232 18 46 0
233 14 47 0
234 14 37 0
2 3 5 0 0 0
236 0 0 0
2 3 7 0 0 0
2 3 8 0 0 0
2 3 9 0 0 0








TO 239 ( 239) , 6 PASSES.




































































































































































































































































CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
REV "2i40"~TCT d \ 2). 6 PASShS. UAYFLG= 0
















































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES THIS CYCLE = 1089
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - R?^,P»1STA :" ~ MA~»~ 1
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT 6EE-N REQUESTED. ' ". ~ ~
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS (9=9 OR MORE)




















1111111immi i i m i
m i n i



















1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
~ in "" iiin
i n m i n ii i u i i i u m ii i i i i i i i i i n i i i i
n 11 n i n n i n n 111 1 1 1 L N_ o
u
R M T
1 ijJLLLUJ \l 9_^:?
2222222111linillTl 6 44"
_2£2 2 221111? 11 H_l 111 0 4 3_
12222~211111 fFT 111111 0"43'
12??21111121in Hill 0 44in inn—O~TTT














































i i n n i i i n i i i n n
111111 mi 111 111111111111111111 11 iiri n n i i i i n n 11111i i i i i i i i i i i i i 11111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11122
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1111U11 1111 HI 1 11
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
•mi in nil n ni
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1111111121111111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11111121
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11111H1
11111211
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 )
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1in vu immi m
m m mi
1 1 1 1 1 1
Hllll 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
H i l l )
111211


















ii i i i i n n i
l l l l l H l H Hi i i i i i n n i r





i i n i i i ni i i m i i i
i i i i i i u ii i n i i i ni i i m i i i
i i i m i i i
i nn n n
I H H H l l









1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
n n n i m n m r
n i H i H i i n i i n






1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1





































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 121 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1
1 1)21111111111111111
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
n nirnnTi m H121
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i<;i
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1i mm' ni"i 111111221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
11111111111111112221
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 122*1
1111 1111111111112221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111111122221
11111111111111122221






































































































11111111112222222222 0 87 0
-"TllTn 1 nT2?22?22222~ 0 "86 0"
11111111122222222222 0 87 0






I l i n i l l l 2 2 ? 2 2 ? 2 2 2 2 2
- n i l l l i n 2 . 2 ? 2 2 ? ? 2 2 2 2
11111111122222222222
imimi22?22?222?2















































































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 12232??344544434445S2?2?22233332222211111
1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 11 111 11 1 1 1 12?2?.?.2345333334445522222223222222?1 1 1 1 1 1
211111 1 111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 122?22324333333444552?22222?2???221ini 11
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1221 22334443333455222222222222211111 111
1111111111111111222 111 22334444445455222222334222111111111
1111111111111112232 111 2333445555578633333322)111111111111
1111111.111121122322 I 2221 2334666677/566222222221111111111
1111111111122332222 11111331 2555566555554542?2222231 111 1 1
1111111111125334222 1 112222 3S66S55S5555564222244421
1111111111135563331 11 233633 1135666655555556523443221
1111) )im24*4554332.?l 12?2432 135666655555577633222221
1111111111455444434423 11234532 134677766776787623332221
1111111111335545644454 124234511 134677766778998734321111
1 111 1 1 111 1 3344455444542?32234541 35677767888999733221 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1111334454<»45532232?334652 34577888788999733321111
1 1 1 111 1 1 123355444565234233323786 34478977788999733331 1 1 1
111111 11123354656794232?3333476412 34556766788999833331111
111 111 1 1 123456535644121 ?2?235433421554467667778A8633331 1 1 1
111 111 111 235444355431 2332432331 144445766777888634*41 1 1
11111 1211263343365431 14224442421 144444666777899743331 1
11111 12121111233553 1 1 223442222 124444<.666777887633221
1 111 1 221 111 1 111 243 1 1 12333421 122332444466777777652222
1111122111111111311111332121 222232 124556677777663221
111114211111111111211333213 222221 1 1 ?<»46667787763221
1111142111111111122224332? 2221 112235566676653211
1111342111111 1 111 122222?21 I 11222234457555
mi34211111imil22222?2 1122222334 "~ " ""





1125552122222111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 21
1 1 355421 222221 1 1211 1 1 111 111 12433321
1135542222222112311 11111 1112354<+321






2555332222223333311 • 11112222224533434444451112? 11 1
2554332222223333311 1 1224422224544545S55b62222?^ :m 1
3553322222223333211 1222331 111432232333344?233?22?21 1 12
35533?2222223332111 1222331 m?32232333321?232?2??:?? 111??
4553322222223321111 12223311112211222111 1 1 13??222?322 11222?
45S33?2222223?mil 11 1222221 111221 1 1 1 111 •Tn233>22??3221"2?2?42Vl
5553P22222223111111 1111 1 1 1221222331 11 111 22?3432?22?3221 222231 1 1
5533222222222111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1123321112211111 13333432221 12221222?. Jl 1
5533?2222222211111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1212211112211111 133334212211222122223
5432??222222?11111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11221111221111 " 1333422?22T1"??2T?2?>1
5432??2222??llim 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11122111222111 11 1 34442??221 1 2221 1 1 1
5432??22222milll 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 121 1 122111222121 1 22 1 3444222?21T?22
4332?2222211111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12121 121 12232223] 1112?.?2 1344323422 1
4332?22221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l l l l l "" 111221211211122111221112222 1222212?
4322222221111111111 21111111 1112212113 111122?2 12222112222111
4322??22111 1111111 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 111221212? 111111 lllT'lllTl """ " ""
3322??211imillll2 1211 12112212111 111 11
3322222111111111122 112 22 1111 11 2 11 ~ ~
2322??milllllll22 1 1 1 1 11 1111 11 1111
2222221111111 11 1222 111 ( 1 1 1111 12111 12222
2222221111111112222 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111 122221
2222211111111112222 11H 11 1 1122111211 122331 ~
222221imim22222111{ 211 1 1111 22121222331
222221 llimi2222231H 1112221 1 11 2212111111 " ' " ~
122211111111122222311 11112222331 1 1111
1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1222CV222222
1 11 11 11112??22?22222
111! Ililll2?22???222
11 11 1111??22?22222
"11" 11 1) 112?22???222
11 11 1111??22?22222i 11 11 1 ivwwifZii'M
1 11 11112?222?222?







11 1 1 1 1 1 1 111?22??221 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1222222211
11111111111222222211
~rn rr i n 1 1 1 ? 22? 2 211 rimmiiii??2??2iii
1 1 1 1 1111111122222111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111122222111
11111111111122222111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12222111 1
niPlllim J22221111
11221111111122221111










ld?.ddtt!\ \ \?i>.d\ 1 1 1 1 1































































































































































































































12221 111 llll?222223l 112223333332 1 1111
12221 11H11222222B1 122221333333211 1 1111
12211 111112222222B 1112222123333321111 )
12211 11111222222E3 11112222122233321111111 ]
12211 1 1112222222E2 1 1 ! 1^22212223221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12211 11112222222E1 111122221222222111122221 1
12111 1112222222P21 111122221222222111122221 J 1
12111 1112222222E11 1111222212222221111222211 1 111
l21imil222222E2ll 111 1222212222221 1 1222221 1 11121
121111112222222E111 11112222122222211112211 l l l l
1211111122222221111 11112222123321112222211 11121
llimi2222222Ellll 1 11 1222223221 1 22222221 1 1 1 1 1
111 1 1 1 122222221 1 1 11 ' "Tn 1 23332222 1 1 22222221 1 1 12421
Him 1222222E11111 1112322222221122222221211393
l l l l l 12222222111111 1221 '22222221 1 12222222211341
1111112222222111111 121)1222222221111221122222231
mn 12222221 1 11 1 1 mm 1222222221 m 111222322232
111 1 1 22222221 1 111 221 1 111 1 222222221 1 1 1 1 122223222122
111 112222222H1 1 222111 1V122222222 I 111 12332221233211 "'
1111122222211112222111 1112222222211123333222124321
l l l l l ?22222 11 122223111 11 1222222221 123333322213331
1 1 1 1?22222111P222321 1 1 1 1 1?22222221 13333332222331
1111 ??22221 12P223221111) 12222222112333333222121
llll '2222211 2P23222111 11132.22221 1223334432321 11
111 1222221 122P3?2221 l l l l 1 ??22221 222333443332 1 1
1 1 122222212228222221 1 1 1 1 1222221 1 1223333332221 1
mi2?2211223E22222imil2222211122333333222 1
nil222211232E22222mi) 12222111122333222221 1
111 122221 132.2E22222111 1112221 111 12222.242221 11
llll'22111222E22222imi 122211111223344221 1
111 1222 112222E222221 111 12221 1111133334422 1
1 1112221 11222P222221 l l l l 122111 1113333432 1
l l l l "212 1222E22222 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 333.333 1
111 12?1 m2?2P2222211imi l l l l 111333331 1
1 111 221 21 1222E22222 111121 2111 l l l l 3333 11 J
im?21111222E222221im 12111 111 13331 11)
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1222E2222211111 1 1222111132 1
mi'lll 11222P2222211111 :)2221im 1
llll?21111222l>22222m 322111 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 111222E2222211 232] 1
mill 111222E2222211 1231 1
mill 111222E222221 211 1
mill 111222E22222 4?1 1 "-
1111 1 ! 11122?F22222 4) )
111211 1112222E2221 44) )
Him 11122322P221 344 1
'1111111111233222211 444 1









1111112222223248887511 11 ~ """
1111112222224498887511 1
111 11 222222248988 f/b 11
2111122222239899877551









































































































































































































































































223 12211 121 111 1 1 1 1 1 111







84 1 1 1 1 1 1
98 1 1 1 1 1 1
113 11111 1
126 1 1 1 1 1 1
140 1 1 1 1 1 1
154 1 1 1 1 1 1
168 1 1 1 1 1 1
182 1 1 1 1 1 1
196 111111
210 l l l l l l
224 l l l l l l






71 l l l l l l
85 l l l l l l





mim u m mi
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 111) 1 1 1 1 121111 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 111) 111 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 111111111211111i mum 1211111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1i mm m i mi
i i i i u i i n i 11
i i i i i i i m ii m n 11 ini i i i i i i m i
i mi mil
mm imi




i i m i i i i i i i
155 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
169 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
183 111 mm m mm197 u m mi i m i mi i
211 iim mi im inn
225 im mi urn imi239 iim mi mi urn
2 iiimmmi 11111










































1 12223J22221 1 1111 0 40
2222332221111111 0 39










" 1 1 1 "
1 1 1 1 1









1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12'1111 l l l l l l l l
12.JJ2211 l l l l l l l l
2222111111111112
•i22222~ii"nTn2~rn
1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 l l l l l l
11111
' l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 ) 11111111111333322221




11121111 121111 1 1112J2JJJ2
1 1 1 1 11111 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1212222
l l l l l l l l 1122111 l l l l l l 1111
1 1 1 1 111 1 1 111 1 1 1 1
m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 im
l l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1i i n i i n im 111 1 1 m
l l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
l l l l l l l ) 1111111)222221 IT1T1
111) 111 11111111222211 11111
221 1 l l l l l l l l 111
2111 l l l l l l l l 2im imim immmi
im imim immimi
imim mil








11 1 11 111 111)1im i m imi
m i i n i i n i
m mi mi "" -
m imim
m imim ....... -.
211 l l l l l l l l









122222333221 l l l l l l l
1?22223332?11111 111
12222233322111 1111




22222233321111 1 1 1 1


















122222233321 l l l l l l l l 0 63
12222223331111111111
12222223331] l l l l l l l l
122222 J.JJJ1 1 1 I 1 1 111 1
12222233331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122222333311 l l l l l l l l
12222233331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222233321111111111
12222233321] l l l l l l l l
122222J3321 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122222333211 l l l l l l l l




1 27? 2 2 3 3 22 1 ]T2T1 1T1 1
12222233221112111111
12222233221 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
122222332211221 1 1 1 1 1
12222333221122111111
1222233222122211111 1
1"22?2T2??21 ?22 IT 1 1 H
122222222222221 11211
122222222322221 1 1 1 1 1








17722222 27227 1 T1 111
1222222222221121111
122222222221 l l l l l l l
1222222??2211211 111






































































































...... "9 ..... • .......... 5o~
TOTAL 15306
15065 B L A N K ' F R A M E S IN"THF'TVm>VE~TWP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= 0
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
"' BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATFO
263
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL WEMA_INI_N(^_
""0"" "' 15306 " ......... T506TT
RUN ID-R?4»P»1STA
DATA USEO FROM QUARTER 1 RUN It) - «24,P» 1STA MAP 2
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BEEN REQUESTED. ~~~
DIGIT PRINTED IS P3





























































l l l l l l l l l l 111) l l l l l 111 L N
'2?2?2?2?23333333.133^4444^^^44555ib55b5Sfe6666666667777777777B8ft8'i8aHrffl999999499ynOObOO'OOd0111 11 1 1 1 1122 T U

























999099 67776 66 333 2
93399997 7f7776 6666 3333333 222P222552
93399997777776 6666633333333333 22222555552




























45555553333333333999999999999999*99999999" " "~ ""
4555 33333333333999999999999999999999999







122221111111111 1 1 1 1 1
1P?2111111UH111111
122111111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H 1 l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
HHHinillHllllll
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 111
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l liiiiirmni iliumi i i i i i i i i i n i i n i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ni i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i i1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ni i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i iimiminmmmii i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i n i i i i n n i i i i i •i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i niiii 111 n 11 11111i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
nTii'rri rnn inn n •iiuumimmniii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
luiiiniiiniiiiiiii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ni i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ni i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i n
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i ii in 1111 inn 11 mil"i i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iluiiiiimiiiniiii
1111 iini in 11 iiini'i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
r i i i i i i r i i i n i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ni i i i i i i i i i i i i i n i i i i











































































































































































































































































 1111 1111U 11 11 11 I 111
11111111111111111111
111111111 l l l l l l l l l l l
l l i m i l l l l l l l l l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11111111 111111111111
11111111111111111111
mi i i n i i n i i i mi li m m i m i i i m m
mmmmmimi
m m i m 1 1 m 1 1 mi m m i m i i i m i i i
immimi i imm
mi m 1 1111 1 11 1111 1
m m i i i i i i i i i i mi
i i i i n i i i i n 11 11 1111
























































0jn 111 m 1111 m m n q 61 _oi IT i m i m i m 11 n r~ o 55" oi m m i m i m i i i i i o si __o


























mmmimm1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 11 n mi 11
mmiiimmiimmmmi
i" rrrrnTi rri "n i























































































































jy^bSSbb bbbbbbbs 9 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
)9 55555355555555 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
99 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
991111111111111
99111111 1111111
5 9 9 1111111111111
' 9911111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i 991111111111111
" •'" "- "999111111111111 '
999111111111111

























































23 2222222R25555555652 33339999999999999999999H ] 3
37 2222??2225555555622 3333<599999999999999999988 ] B33
51 2222?22?2S555556522 33339999999999999999999*8 88883
65 222222225555555SP22 33339999999999999999999 8888
79 2222??225555555P222 33339999999999999999999 38888
















66 2222^ 55522222E?2222999999a999999999999999999 1
80 2222C155522222P2?22299999999999999999995999991
94 2222^ 5522222?P2?2?299999999999999999955999 ]






192 2222S?22?22??E2??229999Q999999999991 1 1 1
206 2222'=?222222?P22222999999Q777999991 1
2?0 222?.ci?22222??e2222299999 777799993 1
234 2222^2222222?P222?2999 777999 1
248 22222?222222?E2222299 7779 1
11 22222?222222?P2222299 9777 1
"25 222?2?222222?E22??29' " 77T ; --j .- -
39 2222??222222?E222?29 777 )
53 2?22??222222?P22222 977 " "1
67 2222'2222222?E22222 97 )
<il 2222?22222R222E2222 997 1
95 222222222222??2E??2 999 1






























99991 I l l l l l l l i l
999911111111111
999911111111111
99991 I l l l l l l l i l
9999111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9999111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1












99991 I l l l l l l l i l
99991H11111111








9999111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9999111111 11111






999 IT! 1 1 1 1 11111
991 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
" 9iiiinmnuTiniiiiiiiimi
11 11 1 mm 11 111
mmmimi m
i i i i i i m m i i i i i i
imiimiiiimm
"" ~" " 1 1 ) n 1 1 m 1 1 1 n i r i r "i i i i i i i i i i i m i i i i i
iiuiimiiririirn




11 1 1 1 1 i m i i i i i i i i
nm i mum mi
Him i m i i i i i i i i
mm nnimmi"
mm m 1 1 1 1 nm
mm imiimiii
n mi imimim












































U J f U
0 38 0












0 4 1 0
0 41 0




0 42 0 ""
0 42 0





























































210 2222?2?222??222222277777777 99999^ 9999^ 9
224 2222??222222?2222227777777 99999999999
238 2222??22222?2222222 7777 999999999H












































I l l l l l l l 3333333333333 ~~ ~ ~ ""
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3333333333333
1111111 111 3333333333333













999999999933333333333 ~ ' ~ ~"
999999999 3333333
99999 333 ' "" '
99
22222211 l l l l l l l l l l l
2222221111111111111
2??2221 1111 111 1 1 1 1 1
22222211111 I l l l l l l l
£?22221 l l l l l 111 1 1 1 1
?222?21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122222211111111 l l l l l
12222221 1 111 I l l l l l l l
122?2221111 I l l l l l l l
122?2221111 I l l l l l l l
12222221111 I l l l l l l l
12222211111 I l l l l l l l
12??2211111 I l l l l l l l
12222211111 I l l l l l l l
12222211111 I l l l l l l l
12222211121111111111
Vi>???2\\ 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122?221 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
"""122222111211 I l l l l l l l
12222211 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222211 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1222221112111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122P22112211 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
12??.221122H12111111
12222211221112111111
122222112211221 l l l l l
122P21112211221 l l l l l
122?,-! 11 222 12221 l l l l l
12222122221222111 111
122222222222221 l l l l l
12??2222?22222111111




122222222222221 l l l l l
1222222222222211 11 1 1
12222222222221 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222222222221111111
122222222222111 l l l l l
12222222222211111111
1222222222?llll 1 1 1 1 1
122?22222221H1 l l l l l




























































































































15065 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ABOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=










DATA USEO FROM QUARTER 1 PUN ID - R?<f,P»lSTA MAP 3~
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BE/EM"REOUTSTED".
DIGIT PRINTED IS P2
i ii_i mm ii i n mi 11L
11111111112?22?2?2223333733333«4^4a^4444555bbb5i55f)6ft6fr666667777777777888"8=>888"8a99999^"999Qoo006000'001 IT) H 1 1"lT2"2~
0123456789012345678901234567POQ1234S678901234S67B9Q1?34S6789Q1234567H9Q123456789012345678901234567890)23456789012345ft78901
S " ' 5
1 1 1 1 333731 U 13 3333333333
33 3 33 " """ - . - "ill 13333331133332221
30 3337333222222P2233J
44 3333111111117333333












226 3333T3.')11 113333331 1
240 1111U1111337332222



























































































TITlTl T3T"3"33 3X3"3""3~3"3 2"
33222222221113333333




















3333 3331111 " '" ~1111T11331
2233333333333331 33333333222
1 13333333311111111333333311113333 " 12233ml
33333333331111111333333333322223 2222333
:133333111T112222222233333222 27? 2 —.JJJ3J3
333333222211 111113333333311111111
111 1 U 1 33322 22233311111113333V I'll V333322>22
11 33333331 3332222223111333333311111331133333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 322223332223333333331llll3333333T1T"
3333333 11 1 111 1 111 113J3)111 111 11333333333333311
- 333322 22S2?222211TnV3333333nTnniTT33TnTT.iJ33^




"0 7 4" 0"
0 80 0
11111333332222222211
11331 11 1 H i l l 1221 HI
11111133333333333311
—im i" TO 3-3-3 irrrrn 33~
133311111113-33.333332











2222 33331 111 1122233322211333311333333333331T1TTIT
333 111111113333333311111331111111113333222333373











1 1 1 1 1 33333311111222233333332222332222222223
13311133333332222222333333322223333111111 111 "~
333333333111 1111111133.3222333337 333311 333H2
333333322222111 11 1333333311111 U I'll O 11 13
22222111111111111113333333333111111133111




J J 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 c.ili'.iLi 11 0 Ho (J
33311111333333111111 0 90 0
"33322333T333 33333"221'""^ 0 "88 "0~
32222221111113331133 0 87 0
"IT! 11H"1113333332113"~"0""86"""0 '
22222211111111111222 0 87 0
JJ.1.3JJ.1J1113JJJJ1111 0 &*) 1}
11111112221)11133333 0 91 0
iT3"?2333l iriT133"3"l' 13" 0" 89 0"
322P22233322H133333 0 90 0
••""2"2373331 111T333"33333~" 0" 89 0 "
















































































































































11 11 1 1111
113333333




































1 1) 111 1 1 22223 J 1222222231 111 11 1 1 1 1
22233331 133333333331 122322233322 3 33
22222223333333222223J33333H1113 i'1133
33333322222233333333 1111113333333 111111
1111 133332? 11 133333 1111133333313333333111]
2222211 1H 111 1332 3332231111 11111 1133333^
331111 1112222222 33 11 1 1 1 1 1 3331 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 2222222- — n 1TT3313TTYT ITm TO
11333333332222 22333331111 11133311] 1
??22333333222? 22 33333 33T3333311 1 1JJ











3333111 1 1333111 13333
33331 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1333333
333111 11 111 1 111J3333
11111122211111133111










11111 11 H 1333333333
1111 111333221133331















































0 ~ 4 7
0 54









































































2222333333 222333 1113 .13333
33333333333 333 22
11 l£ f j3 JJ 1 «
11 22.22 2? 3333























































































3333333333331 1 1 1 1 1 3








1 11 1 1333333
333333222233














11 I I I I 13333333333333222
1111)11113333B333333322223333nilllll122211133333



















3333222233333B311111 111 333 111 113333333)
3333.133333331 1 1 1 1 13333333) 1 1 ] 13333-3 )
3333133111133833331 VIVI I" 133111 111 " "" 1"






























































• - . - . - .
JJ'J 1J1 1 1 111 1 JJ2 0 t>b 0
1 11111111122211 0 55 0
1 1 1 1 333111 1 1 1 1 1 6 55 0
333111222111133 0 51 0
133322211112221 0 51 0
331111 111111333 0 54 0
JJJ.JJJ1 1 1 1 1 1 I I J U SJ U
111111122211222 0 57 0
11 II222Ji22211I 0 57 0
133331111111113 0 58 0
333331122222222 0 59 0
322211111333311 0 62 0
11112PP11111133 0 64 0
3221111221 11133 0 6 1 0
111 111222211333 0 62 0
11 1122221122211 0 61 0
112221111221111 0 63 0
333311122111111 0 62 0
lllllllJJJ.JJJJJ 0 bd 0
111111111133333 0 63 0
111111111333311 0 64 0
111111112211111 0 65 0
333333111113333 0 66 0
333111133333333 0 65 0
222211 ] 1J333J22 0 64 0
333333333333111 0 63 0
111111113333333 0 62 0
3111 111 13333333 0 62 0
111133333333311 0 61 0
332222333222211 0 60 0
jj J2«2i 1 1 1 JJJJ o sv u
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13333333 0 59 0
333333333311111 0 59 0
133333333333333 0 57 0
miTl 113333332 0 5"6" 0"~"
1] 1 122211 1 11111 0 55 0
•Sl'.tr'.d \ 1 3 J J J J J J.5 U b4* 0
2111 11111122112 0 54 0
?22?2Tl 11 333333 0 54 0" '
211113333333333 0 54 0
""3'3TrnniT22?n ~o'"53 ~o ~
1 1 1 1 11) 11122222 0 50 0
lllUJ333jjlllj u to 0
333222 lll'llTl 13 0 '43" 0 "
111133333321111 0 40 0
33JJJJ) 11 122222 U 4U 0
331111111133311 0 38 0
' lll"33'3i3TlTnil 0 38 ' 0 '
111111221111333 0 37 0
"~ " 111111222222223 0" 36 "0" '
111111133333333 0 37 0.
J33322?211 11333 0 37 0
222233333111111 0 37 0
" "" 333331113333333"" 0"38" 0"
111111333333333 0 37 0
233333322221m '0 36 0" "



























































































































































1 1 1 1 1 1333i.msn 111 17737
1111111133311111








111111 111 12222333) 111111
111111133333333333331111
£^ ;W33J3 111133337
22231 112233333333333) 1 1 1 1
33332222222333332222111) 1 IT " ~ "" '"""





1112222223333 ~ 333333333 IT ~
11111333333311333333333333311


















33333 11 I 111 I I 333333
11 HI 1773333 J3733 11
" ~1TT33?2?21 V13333333 "
3??3333331H 1112222
1 11 1322222T3J] 1 1 1 1 1
331 1 1111 11 113333332
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11333333333
13222221TH222) 1 1 1 1
1133331113333311111




22233331 l l l l l l 12221




3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13333333
31I1133VJ333J333311
"1 IT 1' 1 1 1"2 2 233 3333222"
333333221 1133333333
1 113333311] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 11 133331U13333333
33222222221 1 1133111







33731 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 133333
1 3333331 1 1 1333333333
'"13333331133333332222
133333333331 11133333




Tl 1 111221 11)11211112
3111 1 1 1 1 1 11133333333
"Til 31 11 11333331 1 1111 '
222233333331111 11333



















































































































































































33331 1 1 1122333333333
11111333111112222233
" " ~" " " 13333311 112?21133333~
31 11 11 HUM 13333333
11111111211111333333
2??331] 1 1 12211113331
31111111333333111111
222333331113331 1 1 1 1 1
1
 ••' " "~2233322?333331lil333
133333331 11111113333
1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111333111
33331111111111122311





























































15065 BLANK FRAMES IN THF AHOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONFS
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
261 1242 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
0 15306 15065
RUN ID-R?4,P,1STA
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - RJ?4,P»1STA MAP <t
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
DIGITS' AND DOTS INDICATE FRftMrS'TAKEN. "
LETTERS INDICATE FRAMES REQUESTED AND NOT TAKEN. (NUMERICAL ORDER OF LETTERS IS ZABCDEFGHJ)
DIGIT PRINTED IS PI " "" "
CYCLES CONSIDERED ARE 1 2 3 <f S
X
111111111 122?2?2?2??3333333333444444444455555S55556666666"6ft677777777778fl8~8B8"P






























































































R R R R B H E F. FEE E E E E"E E E E E
RBRRHEEFEEEEEEEEEEEE
fiflREEEFFEEEFEEEEE_EEE









































th.h.fifc ttfrF. tfc El-.t.bEFTFET 49 0 t)
EEEFEEEEEEEFEEEEFFFE 56 0 0
""EEEEEEEFEEEEEEEEFFFE 74' "0"" 0"
EEEEEEEFEEEFEEFFFFFE 80 0 0
~ETi F F EE E'E F. EE FEFEF F F F E "81" " 0 ~"0~
EEEEEEEEFEEEEEEFFFFE 7H 0 0
EEF. Ktthb>.th^EF.FKFFFE 76 U 0~
FEEEEEEEFEEFEEFFFFFE 72 0 0
"TEEEEEEFEEEFEEFFFFFf'82 '0 '" "0~
EEEEEEEFEEFEEFFFFFFF H3 0 0
~"E"EEEEE'Ef:ECT:EEFFFFFFF'""82 0 " "0


























Ir.t fh tttfc.Ktfc ft t FFFr FF
EEF.EEEEEEEFEFKFFFFFF

























































~~IW EEEEFHGEEEEEEEEEEHHHHHHHHH "EEEF EEGGHHHRHHHHHHHHGG
118/EEEEHHGFEEEEEEEEEEHHHHHHHH_ E_ _ EEGGGGHHHHHHHH _ __
" '132' EEEEHHGEEEEEEEEEEEHHHHMHR" '"'"E'EGGGGGHHH
146/EEEEHHGEEEEEEEEEEEHHHHHHH _ E.EGGGG






























EFF.EEEEEFEFFFFFFFFFE 72 0 0
73 0 0
EEFFEEEEEEEFFFFFFFFE 74 0 0







EEFE EEF EE E F F FF F_F_F EE E _7 4__0 0_
EEFFEEEEEEF.FTFFFFFF.EE' 72 0" 0
EEEF.EEEEEEEFFFFFFEEF 71 1 0
"~EFXFreFTFT::"FTFFrFF"£TfF:"~7'2 () Q"




E E EE E E E E F E E r? f F F F F E E "77 "" 6"
EEEEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFEE 78 0
~~74 0~
t t t i i tht t ht tET f <• f ttt t OB 0 V
EEGGEEEEEEFFfFFFEEEE 61 00
"ET5TfGT5rE7rETEEFTT-EE"EfE~T5 0~~0~
GGGGGEEFEEEEFFFFEEEt 51 0 0
GGGGGGFEEFFEFFEEEEE 39 0 0
bGGbOGt EEEF'tl-EEEEtt JB 0 (T
GGGGGGGEEEFEFFEEEEE 39 0 0
"757^G~G~G'KFj7EF;ETErFTFE~4~7 0 0~"
GGGGGGGEEFFEtEEEEEE 54 0 0
"T^7rr3GGGFTEFrtf:F:TE'er(r~54 o o~











GGGGGEEEFEEF.EEEEF 58 0 0
~GT3WG F: EF Ft EFE E ETT~6"d 0 0~
FEEEEEEEFEEEFEEEF 66 0 0
(-.EtkFKkkFEEhhkkhF 6V D (T
EEEFEEEFEEFEEEEF 60 10 0
—EErFEEEFEEnrEEFF"72 0 0"












































I9 [ ODD ' ) " '















EEEE bR G GG
EEEE E)B" GGGG "
EEEE BFFFF GGGGG








































































































CCCCEFFFhFFFFFF 57 0 0
CCCCEFFFFFFFFFF 57 0 0
9/EEEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFFE GGGGGGGGOGGGGGGGGGOGGGGE 1
23 EEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFFFE GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGE D
[ )
37/LEEEFF.EEEFFFFH-HE.t GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGbGGGGtE J HDD
51 EEEEF.EEEEFFFFFFfFEE GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG6GF.E HHHHD
65/EEEEFEEEFFFFFFFFEEE GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG U888















3B/EtE> I- FFFFEEtfiOJJJJJODOOnUO'GbGGGuoijtji.'tjijGmiGi.iGt, ]
52 EEEEFFFFEEEEJOJJJJJODOOOOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG )








1 78/EEEEFFE JJJJJJOJJJJJODDOiiEGijbijLiGGGtiGbEEE 1
192 EEEEFEJJJJJJJOJJJJJDODDEEGGGGGGGGGGEEE 1
206/EEEEFEJJJJJJJOJJJJJOODOF.tGHHHGGGGGh )
220 EEEEFEJJJJJJJflJJJJJDDODe. HHHHGGGGC 1
234/EtttFJJJJJJJJOJJJJJDfJO HHHGGIi J
248 EEEEfTJJJJJJJJflJJJJJDD HHHG 1
" 11/EEEEEJJJJJJJJOJJUJJOD (JHHH ]
25 EEEEJJJJJJJJJDJJJJJD HHH ]
39/EEEEJJJJJJJJJOJJJJJD HHH ] - ' "
53 EEEEJJJJJJJJJtIJJJJJ JHH ]
67/EEEEJJJJJJJJJflJJJJJ JH 1 '
81 EEEJJJJJJJJJJJDJJJJ JJH ]



















































































































































































































































































































































BBBBBBGGGGPBBRBBBBB 48 0 0
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

































'15 JJJJ999999999999999 " "077000000
29/JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ9. 4444444....








































































































































































26 UNREOUESTED FRAMES TAKEM
15039 BLANK f^RAMf^ IN_THE: ABOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=" 141
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
261 1143 99
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL "*?'£« A" I'MlNlO TARGETS TOTAL REH A IN ING BLANKS
6411 ^011
RUN ID-R?4,P»1STA " "~ " ~'
DATA USEO FROM QUARTER 1 «UN ID - R2<»,P»1STA MAP" 5
THE' FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES. _
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BEEN REQUESTED.




























240 11111 1 1 1 1 1
















2 1 3 l l l l l l2?7 mm
241 112U1111
4 mm mi i
18




1 1 6 1 1 1 1111


















5 m i urn
19 111111
33 111
47 m i n i6i mn mu
75 1















11 122? """ """ "~ " "" ""





1211 m mum m ~ " " "in i mil
1 1 1 2 1 1 " " " " "
1 1112211111111111





i i11 in 11 • • - • " "•
u mi 234 11 u
m i n i i mi i m m ? .
1221111 1 11 1 11.
1111111 222211111 4411 2 2211
mm 222111111 i
222) 22223211111211
2121 222332 11111 44432111
222212? 31 11)1111334445 31111
22 1 211111 4b5 22223 2?
1122211 1 11111 23333 121
U 1223235977 755555533 21
11 111 21 47/654 433333333 i!J U3
111 111211223465 56511111 444
1 1 1 1 111 122235 114t 33 '"" 5554333 " ~ ~"
12212234 H4444 333333333
1 221111 445454 1111 "11 3B555S ""
1 221 11 335445433 11444442333
1 1 1 1 l l l l i m i l l 3444444 JJ'H
11 222? 115552222111111 111113333
233111 31112?33311?1 U 1 2211 33333?333 111543113?
11 12213333231122331) 1222 14<»31 111 U l l l 1 1 1 1
l l l l l l ?23333233211 1 l l l l l l 111323334511 333
11111333 U12211U12221122223232222 1
11111 1 1223311 IZdZJJ i i i iZ l 111 1 111 444111
111 44311111111111113221111 1)1
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21319 BLANK FRAMES IN THE AHOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= (
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS 'ELIMINATED
391 1M4 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING bLANKS
0 4052 21319
RUN IO-R?4.P»1STA
DATA USED FROM QUAr^Ttrt 1 MUM JO - 4?4,P»1STA MAP
THE FOLLOWING "UP SHOWS REOUtfSTFO FKAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVF NOT BEEN PEOUESTEO.
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2T3T9"BL"A'NK" FRAMES IN 1 Ht
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= 0
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS EL IMINATED"
391 1114 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
._.
 6_ ._. 9052 ~ "?T3^ r9~
RUN ID-R?4,P»1STA
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 MM ID - «?4,P»1STA " " M A P ~7
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FKAMES.
DIGITS AMO DOTS INDICATE FRAMES TAKEN.
LETTERS TMDICATE FRAMES REQUESTED AND NOT TAKEN. (MUMEP-ICAL ORDER OF LEFTERS IS ZABCDEFGH.J)
DIGIT PRINTED IS PI . --
CYCLES COMSIDEREH A R E 1 8 3 4 5
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ODUHHHH G CCCC 8BHBRBB E
QGGBBBH G 88 C FF .
OOODHHH GGGGGnnnD GGCC E FFEE
008888 GGGGnOODD F
GHHH GGGIjHbljUUOOHHH
EEHH GGGHHG nnODD GGGGGGGG
GGGGGGG HG OOODDOGGGGGGH GGOGG ""
GG G EDODnO GHH GGGGJ 99
GGGGGGG E DDOnl) GJJJJ GfiG
EF GGGGGG9999 GGGGGG999 GG
GG tth FF GJJJJH GGJJJJJJJ GHHHH
GGG EEEGGGGGGG99 JHhGGGGG 888
GGGG EEE GGGGG9 GGGG 99 HMHHHWH
E7777778 8GGGG GG9999999
G GGGFFF HHHHHH GGGG " FF" " GHHHHH
C GG6 FF GGGOGSriGG FF99999999G
CC t F FF'FFFFFFFFF GHHHHHHHHHH




B.SBRBGGG FF FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF99999 H
bBBBB F FFF'FFFFFF FF FFFFFFF F F F F F F HHHHGG
B'iB HHFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF HOD
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF JGGHH ~~" " " " ~"~"
99999 HHHHHFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
J GJJJ HHFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFJJJJJJGG ~
GGGG HHHHHHHHHHHFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF9FFF




























" ' EFFFEEE "" " FFFE
FFEF.F:



















































































































































































































































hfRRHBRBRFHFF FFFF KFFFFFFFF FFF
0 RP FFFFFFFFF8FFFFFF
RFUO H HH HHHHHFFFFFGHHFF
EEE DQB8888B HHHHH8FGGGGGG
PE £EE HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHGGGGG










Et 8888 JB EF7B8 EEEEEEEE 777
E HHHHF DGG HHH EEFEEEE HHG
E888888888 EEEDGG EFEEEE 8G

















































































9 9 9 [ 1










































































































































































































































































































. 26 "3 0
CCFEFF.FEFF FF 32 5 0
CCCECCCEFFFFFFF 41 0 0
CCEFCCCCCC
CCCCCFF EEFFF
CCCEEFCCCFFFF 30 2 0
CCCCCC.CFFFF ---- F~ 3B ---- 1 --- 0
CCCEEEFFFFFF 40 0 0
CCCCCCFFFFFFFF 36 0 0
CCCCEFFCCCFF 35 0 0
CCCCCCCFFC FFF 38 0 0











CCCCCFFCCC 44 0 , U
CCCCFFFFKC KT 44 I 0
OCCCCCCFTFKFF 49 0 0"
CCC.CFFTCCFFFF 40 3 0
CCCCFFfCCCFF 43 0" '0
93/ FFFEFEE GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG ) CCfCCCCCFF FF 38 0 0
107 FFFl GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGCCEtJGG " """ ~ " "" " CCCCCFFFFC 'FFFF 42 0" "0"
121/ FFF OGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG JG __ CCCCFFFCCFFFFFF 39 0 0
135 [EEE GGGOr-GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG £0 " . - — CCCCFFCCCCC 39 "0""0"
149/EEEE [ OGDnUGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 1 CCCCFFFFFFC 39 0 0
163 EF.EEEEFFF t DOOnnDGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG I '"" CCrCTFFTFCC FF^TT 0 0~
177/ FFFFFF ( OEODDDODGRGGGGGGGGGGGGOGGGGCCCOE _ CCCCFFFFCC.FFFFB 53 0 0
191 FF [ OOOOOOOOOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG J " CCCCCCFFFFF '4l""~0 "0"
205/ EEEEEEEOOOODOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG ) CCCCFFFCCCC _43 0_0_





































234/ JJJ nOOOODDOODnO HHHGGG 1
248 F99999990DOODODDI. HHHG )
11/EEEEEJJ nDnoODDDOOO CHHH ]
25 JJJJ DDnDOOJJJD HHM )
39/ JJJJJJjntODDODO 'HHM ' 1
53 EEEE99999999nDDDODU JHM 1
FF
67/ DDOCOODOO JH
81 EE DnODOfM-D JJ
95/ JJJJJJOODDCDD JJJ




165 EEJJ.IJ DODD JJJ












































207/EJ JJJJJJO FF JJ9
221 0 FF £9
235/ FFJJJJEBBB




































































































































H CC HhGf, RBBBB






















'"" B ' ' BRGGGG"BBBB
BBBBBB BbBBBB































































































































































































































































39 UNPEQUESTEO FRAMES TAKEN
21280 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ARO\/E MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= 230
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
376 1030 99






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ITR 1 TO 1














.L DAY CONES SHORTENED BY __ 2_F_RAMES_ AOS, _ _ ___ _
UNIMUM FOR NIGHT CONES IS "9 "FRAMES." ~~ ""
2 FRAMES REMOVED FROM ALL CONES FOR TAPE FREj^HEELJ NG
T~FRTMES~~R~EWVEDHF^O~M~N^^ WHEELTNG"~IS ALSO SUBTRACTED^
L F ^ AMES MINIMUM OFF ___ '
> MAXIMUM OHtKAT lONb btTWtFN CON I AUT5
MINIMUM ALLOWED,
_ _ _ - _ .
JER~LTMI~T= 99999























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 1, CYCLE 1» QUARTER 1

































































 FRM IHEV1 ENDUHH ENDFRM IKEV2 10UT






















































































































































































































































TFTAMFS" 'ONT'T A"P£',~END" "OF~DA'W
CALLING OPTI» DAY 2. CYCLE




























TOTAL FRAMES = 148
1. QUARTER 1




















































































































































































































0 B 0 1 0 15
55 8 0 2 5 27
55 8 0 3 0 14
0
63
0 7 0 0 23 0
0 7 0 0 23 0
0 7 0 0 23 0
0 7 0 1 31 8
u 7 u u 3 1 0
B4 7 0 2 27 28

















































































































































































































































































































































































































FF39V FRONr"RE\r 44 TO 57"

























"T9 T'l 69 -
12 7292
TOTAL OPERATIONS=
""TOTAL FRAMES = iz«
( 58) » 11
N E N T ( ? > N E X I T ( 2 ) MADENT
























































































































































































ON OFF LI L2 OP TP FR
19 00 1) 0 8 0 1 0 Ib
13 45 40 45 54 8 0 ? 3 24
S b 4 6 6 6 4 6 7 4 u 0 2 0 I b
37 48 28 48 31 8 04 16 16
17 5n ''t Su <5
5 1 0 0 0 0 7 0 1 1 9 3
"0 0 0 0 T) 7 '0"~""0~ 19 "0 ""
. 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 1 9 0
1 0 0 0 0 I ) ' 7 0 1 2 7 8
0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 2 7 0
j7 56 fin ^ti 7n 7 0 22V ju
19 57 33 R7 33 0 0 4 b 17
69 57 TO?"" Tri'lT ~ ' ' ""
TAKE LIMIT 1413, FROM REV""""?7STTO 71 ( — 72), n "PASSES".




































































































































































































0 " " "6
0 0
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 FRAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.
•TAKE"CIWIT 2001T FROM REV f16 10 S»V ( 99) 1 11













































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 8, CYCLE 1» QUARTER 1





































































































12 PASSES. UAYFLG= 0
















































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 9, CYCLE

















































































































































































































































































































































































































18 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI»-OAY 10. CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1





















































































KEV 1?B 10 141 ( 141 ) » 12 PASStS. UAYI-LG = 0



































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 11, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1






























































KtV 1 i»<* 1 O 11ib I 1 bb ) , Id. KAbbtb. UAYH.t.=





































































































































































































































































































































21 FRAMES ON TAPE, END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI. DAY 12, CYCLE 1« QUARTER 1
TAKE. LIMIT JdBb, (• KUM KtV 15b 10 IbV { 169), Id PA55ti>,














































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 13, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
































































































































































































































































































































































































|-KAMhb UN lAPt» tNU OF l)AYi
CALLING OPTI, DAY 14, CYCLE 1





































































TO 197 ( 19T), 12 PASSES. UAYFLG= 0



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dd r-KAMtb UN I AKt» trgu ut- U A T »
CALLING OPTI, DAY-J6, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
IAKE LIMIT 4296, h ROM REV 2 \d 10 dt;a i <frti (. 12 PASSLS. UAYKLG= 0


















































































































" " 1 03"
FRAMES











































£ 1 7 ft) £11
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 6570494
0 0 0
1 / 0 SJ^Jl 1
39 0 5573867

































































LI L2 OP TP FR
8 0 2 .31 31
8 0 2 16 4
8 0 2 14 8
8 0 3 39 25
7 0 0 39 0
7 0 0 JV 0
7 0 0 39 0
7 0 1 4 / 8
7 0 0 47 0
7 u 1 31 1
7 0 1 0 6
0 0 4 0 23
CALLING OPTI, DAY 17, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1













































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 18, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 4806, FROM REV 240 TO 2 ( 2), 12 PASSES. UAYFLG= 0

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 1, CYCLE








































































310 Ib f Ib) , 10 PASStb. UAYFLG= T































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 122 0 FRAMES ON TAPE, END OF DAY.
T A K E LIMIT 6b2» FROM RLV 16 10 29 '( 30) . 11 PASStS. UAYFL(J= 1
NENT(l) NEXIT( l ) NENT(?) N E X I T ( 2 ) MAOENT MAOEXT NOLNT MAONIT
16 1 2 0 0 0 0 48 0
1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 0
1 8 0 0 0 0 u u ^ 5 U
1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.---22- _. _...0 . ,Q ...Q- -. Q .0- tf Q „
23 17 47 0 0 0 0 0 0
2^. -...j-j.. ^6_ ....... . Q _g •• Q Q Q Q
2 5 5 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
26" 2 29 ' 0" 0 0 0 0 0
2 7 1 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 1 19 0 0 0 0 32 0
29 1 12 0 0 0 0 46 0
ST ORB ST FRM IREV1 ENDOR8 ENDFRM IREV2 10UT MAD KT ON OFF ON OFF LI
1 6 . 3 1953 1 6 1 1 0 2060 4 2 0 3649244 1 6 1 2 1 6 1 5 0 0 0 0 6
17 1 2081 17 110 2190 22 0 5871177 17 41 17 43 17 52 17 55 6
Ifl 1 2211 18 110 2320 19 0 13727019 18 38 18 39 1* 51 18 56 6
1 8 6 5 1 8 7 2 0 0 0 0
19 1 2341 23 7 2867 0 0 3698b3/6 19 34 19 34 IM 43 ]9 bO 6
20 29 20 32 20 41 ?0 41
20 52 20 54 21 5 21 6
21 15 21 15 21 72 21 77
" ' " 21 103 21 105 22 58 22 6*
2 2 7 9 2 2 8 4 0 0 0 0
23 107 2967 '24 10 3000 0 ' U 1/42935 24 8 ^4 10 0 0 U 0 3
2 4 1 0 7 3097 2 4 1 1 0 3100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
2 $ 1 0 7 3227 2 b 1 1 0 3230 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
2 6 1 0 7 3357 2 6 1 1 0 3360 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
2 7 1 1 1 3491 2 7 1 1 1 3491 1 1 0 O O O O O n o O O 3
28 22 3532 ?8 107 3617 32 0 19843099 28 22 28 37 2ft 64 ?8 66 3
£H fH t?ti ^4 0 U U U
29 13 3653 29 50 3690 40 0 4323110 29 32 29 38 29 48 ?9 50 0
L2 OP TP FR
0 1 0 4
0 2 0 7
0 3 0 16
0 11 4O 4b
0 1 <+9 J
0 0 49 0
0 0 49 0
0 0 38 0
0 3 32 26
0 2 2 10
TOTAL OPERATIONS= "23





















































































30 TO 43 ( 44) » 11 PASSES

















































" "" T0"3 "5433" ~"









































































































































L2 OP TP FR
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 6
0 4 0 16
U b 6** &**
0 1 59 1
0 0 bl 0
0 0 41 0
u 131 1
0 1 19 1
0 34 12
0 3 0 I/





















































TO b if ( 58) , n P'ASSEST" DAYFL(3= 1








































































































































 0 _.._. ._.-.












































































































































































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 5, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 1506, FROM
NENT(l) NEXIT(l)






































































REV =18 TO 71 ( 72 ) » 11 PASSES. DAY|-LG= 1
NENTI?) NEXIT12) MADENT MADEXT NDLNT MAONIT
"~Q "~ 0" 0 0 46" 0









































































































0 " 0 0 0
0 2739933 59 43
0 12290691 60 42
60 66




0 2494933 65 49 "
0 0 0 0
u u u u
0 811311 68 103
0 0 0 0
0 10710983 70 19
70 79
















































































L2 OP TP FR
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 3
0 3 0 15
U n 31 31
Q I t( 3
0 0 18 0
1) U 1 U
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 4 0 16
0 3 0 12
I 1 7T I 04
TOTAL OPERATIONS= 21









































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 58 0 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1











































































































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE, ENO OF DAY.
CALLING OPTIt DAY
•TAKE~'LTM I r





















































































































































































































































































































































0 I <?U 1
0 0 20 0
0 2 — 0 9 ~
0 3 0 22
CALLING OPTI, DAY 9, CYCLE 1» QUARTER 1











































































































































































































































































































































































































"TOTAL FRAMES = 137 "0"TRA"MES "ON TAPE» END OF'DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 10. CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1












































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 76 ON TAPE. END OF DAY.
C A L L I N G OPT I, DAY 11,
T A K E L I M I T 3368, F R O M




















































C Y C L E 1
REV U2








































, O U A R T F R I
TO 155 ( 1"55), 12 PASSES. D A Y F L G = 0
N E . X I K 2 ) M A D U N T M A D E X T N O L M T M A D N T T
0 0 0 42 0
0 0 0 26 0
0 0 0 21 ~ "0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 "

























































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTIt DAY 12» CYCLE \ •>
TAKE LIMIT 3610, FROM REV 156 TO 169 ( 169). 1? PASSES. DAYFLG= 0






































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 91 0 FRAMES ON TAPE. END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI. DAY 13. CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1

































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 14, CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 4177, FROM REV 1*4 TO 197 ( 197), 12 PASSES. DAYFLG= '0














































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI. DAY 15. CYCLE It QUARTER I
TAKE LIMIT 4507, FROM REV 198 TO 211 ( 211) 12 PASSES. DAYFL"G="0~

































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 FPAMES ON TAPE. END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 16, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 4740, FROM REV 21? TO. 225 < 225). 12 PASSES. OAYFLG= 0
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 FPAMES ON TAPE, ENO OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY 17, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 4984» FROM" REV 2?6 "TO~2.T9""( 239), I? PASSES. DAYFLG="0"~





















































O P E R A T I O N S =
I M E N T < ? ) N E X I K 2 ) M A O E N T M A D E X T i M D L N T M A O i M I T
0 0 0 0 2 8 0
0 0 0 0 ?5 0
"" "0" 0 0 0 15 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 " 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
o o o o o o ""
































































































































































































































































































0 FPAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 18, CYCLE 1. QUAKTE«
TAKE LIMIT 5245, FRO"! RFtf 2^0 TO ?. ( 2) 12 PASSES. DAYFLT,= 0"


































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 FPAMFS ON TAPF.» END OF DAY.
TOTAL OPFPATIOMS THIS CYCLE = 360
TOTAL FRAMES THIS CYCLE = 2088
"DATA" USED FROM""QUARTER" 1 RUN ID - R25»P»2STA MAP 1
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FKAMES.
"BLANK" FT?AMES-H»Vr~firoT"'ffEE»r-RtCUES I tU~.
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER 0^ REQUESTS (9=9 OR MOKE)
____ 1 1 1 m n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n




















i i m m m m i H i1111111111111111
m u u m i i i i i i
i i n n i i i n u i i i
i i i i i i i i i i i n i iinn nn mm111111111in
111111111111
u i u i i n i i ii i i i i i u i i i i
n i i i i i i i i i i
i i i m i m u i
rii
in" i n n i i m n
m i i m m m i
i m m m i m m
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
i i m m i i m 111211
1111111111111112111T7~i 11 rn rn n m'2TTTT~
31 1111111111111211111
45 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 " '
nm 11111121111111
i i m i m i i m m i i1111111111211111111TiTrrnrrnrriTrrn—
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
nm 11121111 mm "i i m m m n m i i i
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
nm m m m m i iinn nnm iimn—
1111112111111111111
n m i m m i m i IT
m i n i m i mmi i1111121111111111111"""
i m i i m m m m i











1 1 1 1
imim
i mmmi m m i m 11
m i m m i i m i
m 1111 m m 111
mmmmmiT i nn rn rrnn r~~
m i m m i i m i
12222222111111111111
12222221111211111111







12222211 i m m i m i
12222111112111111111
1222111112111 llimi
12 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11111111211111111111









n i i2T i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n i




1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122211111111 ml
2222211111111111
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1fTmiTrnrrr?!mil



























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T Tie1
1111111 1111111111221








112221 23421 11 111
12222212233321" 1 1 1 1 " " 11 mTT
12222332233221 11 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11222232222222111121112234411111"! "~
12222322222221111121135554322111
2 332 m 2223211111?! 145S5S 4-4~4322
323212222332 1111111444444*4432111





l l l l l l l \.c.£.£\
111111112221TrrrmT272T
111111122221
l l l l l l l
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1TT133733333333 0 53 0'





























































































































3333TB1113333333222211 1 1 1 1 1 3 " 1

































1113 " 33311 \?'i't.\ 11 133
1111 13332??11112221
1111" "" '331 111 HTl 11333
3337331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3





 111 1222H1 11133




l l l l l l l l l l J J J J J
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11333311























" " 333111133333333 0 65
??2?11 113333322 0 64








1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13333332
322221133333333






-UJ/fl/M 111 1 1 1 1 J
111 133733321111
3333331 1112'2'222"'
331111 1 1113331 1
"•" " ~" " 11 1333331 rimr
1 J 11 i I ?£{.<!.{.£££ J
11 1 1 1 1 133333333
— 33332?2"2ini333"
22??33333H1U1
J333J1 1 1 J33JJJJ
111 I 11333333333
233 \'tiicii>.i?.\ \ \\
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11333333




3 J H.i.nrVl 11 1 1333333
1 1 11113333333333311





















































































































152 E222???223333111331 111 1
166 03333333333311111133311
180 B33333311111133333111U

















181 B.3333.333311 11113333 )
195 £223133333311111133 1
209 1111111333333322111 1
223 B333331111 1 1 1 1 13333 .1
237 lllll1333222?222??3 •]
251 I133133333331333?221
14 1111111111333333333) 1 1 1 1 1 1
28 B33333333333331U3J 31 1 i 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 332?





112 B3311111133333311111122?333333311 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1
126 111) 1 13333333333333311 11 1 133.U1 1333313333
140 II11133333331333??222??:M1133333333333333
154 B3311113333333333331122111 111 111 133333333
168 B333333333311 I 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 >3
182 II 1313333311 13222222?23133????21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 ?
196 l l l l l 1 2222331333 333333 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 33333."-1
210 B33333311111111133333111111 333333333333
l l l l l 1333
33.3331 1 ) 1 1 11311
M i l l 1U13.M1 111
??33l 1 111 3133333
1 11 1 1133111 1 1 11 1 1
~ ......... ?2T'l 1 ITlTTTT
1 133331 1 11
?i.m
222333331] 1 1 1 1 J333 HI 1 I 1 I
3 3 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1
mi vvrn i?2??33^rrrn
11 1 1111331333313333311 1 I
22222P33.31 1 1 [ 113333
???31 1127333 1333 13331 1 1 1 1
J333222?2?233331???21 I ' l l 11 1 "
J3??R?1 1 1 1 1.333 13333331 u 1 3
2??3333333333 " ~ ....... 13 ITT
1133333311111 *3331
J33333J3??333
.J3333333J1 1 1 1
1 1 12222?23333 3313333331 1




3331 1 1 1 3333333333 3 1 1 1 ) 1 133H
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l 3313111 1 1 1 1 . 1
1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1.133 13 1J3
1.3?????] 1 1 i ; v ? l l l l l
1 1 13.131 1 1.1-133311 11 1
1 1 11 11 ] 1 1???11 13333
311.3133333-133131111
1 1 1 1 1 1 )333->331 1 1 1 1 1
— rnT33.31??V 11 ??2222
2?23333I11 1 1 1112221




311 r i l l 11 I133T333.3
31 1 1 ri.133333Ji3331 1
111 1 H 1 '??->'.U333222
33 i 33 3?? 1 11 333.13333
1 1 1333311 1 1 111 1 1 1 13
1 1 1 133331 11 13333333
Xr??.???.???i1ll"1.131'l'l
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 131i.i331.31 11
1 1 ) 1 1 1?? 1333.333.333.3
1<???2;>?:U333.31 11111
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 133333111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1???3333.1J1 11
— r»T2?n Trni'3T33T3
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 7;>i I2??2?i i




~ri333TrnTrn 1 1 13J33
1 1 1 1 113333331 1 1 1 1122
1331 1 11 1 1 11! 13333333
13.33313331H 12?1 11 1 1
' 111 1 1 !??] 11 1 1 1?1 1 112





































-TTT3TTTTT 3 3 T3TITm 1 0"
????3333313111111333
1131 1 l lT l l l l 1 1333333
1 11 1 1 133 1333.1 .1.3?3333
33.n?2?l l 11?211 1 1133
3331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 133.11 111
-TTTrrrv? ?2rnTT rrm
1 1 1 1 1 13.311 1 1 1 1??21 1 1
31 1 1 1133H31J 1111111
33313 J31 1 1 1 13 5333333









































































































224 B3333333333311333333311111 1 1 1 ) 1 ( 3 1 1 1 3
238 B33333H | i 113331333 1131 2223331333
1 11211111!11J??21111 13 ??23333333
15 B333133333331113332 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
29 B33333111 1 1 11 111 113 1113.333










183 11 1 J33.332???1333333
197 I112Z222222233.13333
?11 B3331333.33333.31 1113 ?
225 B3331 111 113.33333333 11
239 B333333333331 1 11 1 13 3 .3111
2 Z l l . n i 2 1 1 113332???2 1 1 1 1 1
16 l l l l l 1 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1.1331 12i;??2233
11131333 J3????')333333
1 12?2????2 J3.33.33J3J3.333
3333332222 222? 1 1 3333??2
2233333333 J.1332233 13 333
233 33. 3 3 .3: 1 333 3




223 3.31111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3?223 3333332?????3
1 1 1 1 3.1.3 33311133332??
133313J3
1 1 1 1 1?2?2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1
3i:t2222?233.i.3333.J31 1 1 1 1
11 1 11 33333. (13 J 3 1 3 1 1 1) 1 1
32?2?2?233j333i :Ull l I
3????ji:(1 J i l l 1 1 3
I I 133 /??
33
133111 1 1 1 1 1 ) 11333333
T33TJ3?? 1T1T11T1 2??^?"



















1 1 1 13313333
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ?1 1 1 1 1333333
2?? <31 1 11 1??1 1113331
3 1 1 1 1 1 mi l 13)31 1 1 1 1
?2?11133] 1 11331 1 1 11 1
2?313?^?113-i.ll| 11333
1 3 3 133311 l l l l l l 1333.3
• y i i i i i ' i T i i rrrmsin"""
13131 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 11??211














































































111 112222 11 1 I'll 11 1 111 1
33322222233333333311111"
11 11133333.133.3333111111




11111111211111333333 0 60 0
22233111113211113331 0 61 0
31111111333333311111 0 62 0
22233333111333.111111 0 62 0






























15065" BLANK FRAMES IN THE'AROVE~ MAF
TOTKL OPFRATIONS THIS CYCLE= C
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
530 3797 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGFTS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
0 15306 15055"
RUN ID-R?5,P,2STA
'DATA USEH FROM QUARTER 1 ^UN ID - R?5»o»2SrA - - .- -
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
DIGITS AMD DOTS INDICATE FRflMFS TAKEN.
LETTERS INDICATE FRAMES REQUESTED AND NOT TAKEN. (NUMERICAL ORDER OF LETTERS IS ZAHCDEFGHJ)
DIGIT PRINTED IS PI








HCrr.CCCr.RHRnF.tFFF.EEF: 42 1 0
"BCCCCCCf'sJ'rtRB'F'e'FE EEEE""29 " 15 0"































































UIJH8MH GlJbGG HH CCC H




GG8H / / / /78B1V DDI,)Lll)H8GGGGGG&GGGGGGG
GGGGGGGGGHHG DDDDnGGGf;GGGHMGGGGGGGGGGGGG99GG













BBBGGGGGGGGFFFFFFFFFFFFFFI- ^  ^ hFP F9999999 ?7888888Hl.i(.'
BRRGGGGGGGFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF999999GGHHHHHHGG



































































































































































































































217 HHGEFFEEEEF.FEEEEFEE FrFFFFFFF231/HHGEfTEEEEEEFFF.EFEEE FFFFFFFFF
245 HHGEFEEEEEEEEEEEEEE FFFFFFFFF
8/HGGEFEEEEEEEEEEEEEE FFFFFFFFF22 HGGEFEEEEEEEFEEEEEE FFFFFFFFF
36/HGEEFEEEEEEEEEEF:FEE 9FFFFFFF
50 HGEEF.F.EEEEEEEEEEEEE 99FFFFF64/HGEEFEEEEEEEEEEEEEF Q9FF
78 HGEEF.FEEEEEEFEEEEFF 999
92/GGEEFEEEEEEEFfEEEFF106 GF.EEFFEEEEEEF.F.EF.FFF
120/GEEEFEEEEEEEFEEFFFF 999 f D




























,. ., - -

























D H 0 D 0 HT* G G G G GTHTiTiGH H n n h ^
OGDDOOGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHH


























EKFFEFKFEFFFH-FFKFFF 70 12 0.
EFFFFEEFFFFFFFFFFFFF 74 6 0
"FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 74 6 0
EEFFEEEEEEFFFFFFFFFF 74 6 0
EEFFEEEFFFFFFFFFFFFF 75 3 0
EFEEEEEEFEFFFFFFFFFF 76 1 0
EEFFF/EEt tKI- FFFTFFKFF "53 1"4" ' 0~
EEEEEEEFEEFFFFFFFFFF 76 0 0
EEEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFFFF 61 15 0
EEEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFFFE 70 0 0
EEEEEEEFEEFFFFFFFFFE 49 23 0
EEEFEEFFEEFFFFFFFFFE. 73 0 0
TEFFEF.FFFFFFFFFFFFFE 49 25 o "
EEF.FFFFFFEEFFFFFFFFE 75 0 0
T.EF.FEFFFFEFFFFFFFFEE 45 30 o"
EEFFEFEFFFFFFKFFFFEE 74 1 0
^ : t ^ ' • t ^ . h ^ t • ^ . ^ ( • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t h I? J 0
FFFFEEF.FFEFFFFFFFFEE 69 8 0
"FEF.FEEEFFFFFFFFFFFEF. 70 8 0"
EEFFEEFFFFFFFFFFFEEE 66 8 0
^F.EEF'EEE'FEFF'FFFFFFEEE 69 5 " 0
EFFFEFEREEEEFFFFFEtE 68 4 0
F. fFFTtFrFt "* " . H. tE*" ' "^ l "^^Sf ^1 1 0
EEFFEFFFFFFFFFFFFEFE 72 0 0
EFF.FEFFFFhF.FFFFFEEFF 4H 23 0"
EFFGFFFFFFEFFFFFEEF.F. 68 0 0
FFGGEEEFFFFFFFFFEEtE 45 16 0
EGGGGFFFFFFFFFFEEEEH 55 0 0
-^;G :( '( j^.^fc^^^^l; ' :^ :^^^.^.^•.tt 44 f u
GGGGGFFFFFFf.FFFEEEE 46 0 0
' GGGGGGFEFFFEFFFEEEt: 38 1 0
GGGGGGFFEEFEFFFEEEE 38 0 0
-•GGGGGGGFFFFEFEFFEEE"39 0 0 '
GGGGr-GGFFFFFEFFEHEE 47 0 0
Gr^dtji.idTiH. h •• *• h.h t. h 1 1 b b b4 ~0 ~D
GGr,GGGGFeF?FtF.F.EEEE 53 1 0
r,Gr,GGGr,FFFFFkFF.eeEF. 51 3 0__
GGOGGri^FEFrf t-TEFEF.F 56 0 0
f^^GGGGFF.FFEtFFPeEF S3 <* 0
f^GGGG^h.FFt" ^^ Fhtfc F bd 0 U
GPGGGEt'FFF.t'F'KEEFF 56 4 0
CFFFFFEFFF.KFFFEFF 60 6 0
FE'EFF'FEFFEtFFFEFF 56 13 0
•" FEFFFFFcpPFf FEE F 59 11 0
KFFFFFFFKtFFEEFF 59 13 0
FFFFFEFFF:FFFFEFF 65 14 o
E"FF.FEtEFF»:K.E'EFF 60 19 ' 0
EFFFFFF.EKFFF.EFF 57 23 0
- 'rFFFt.'FFF.tFFEFFF 56 24 0
FFFFEFcffHEFEFFF 54 24 0
tb. ^ ^^".^-^. K l i l 'Ft:t ' t :F b3 2b f)
F.FFFFFpF.tFEFFFF 55 26 0
FFFFFFFFFFF.FFFF 59 19 0
CFFFFEFFEFFFFFF 72 6 0
CEFFFFFF.F.FhTFFF 72 2 0
CFFFFFFEEFEFFFF 64 2 6
CFFFFTFTtTrV H- 1- F ^d d ~0
CEFFFFc-FEFFFFFF 45 3 0
" " CCFFFFFFtEFFFFF 46 4 0
CCFFFFt'EclFFFFFF 49 3 0
CCFFF.FFFFFFFFFF 44 '9 0'










































































































































































192 EEEEFE J J J J J J J JJ JJ J JDODDF. EGGGGGGGGGGEF.E 1
206/EEEEFEJJJJJJJJJJJJJDDDDFEGHHHGGGGGE 1
220 EF.EEFEJJJJJJJJJJJJJDDDOE HHHHGGGGC 1
234/EEEEFOJJJJJJJJJJJJJDDO HHHGGG ' 1
248 EEEEEJJJJJJJJJJJJJJOD HHHG )
11/EEEEEJJJJJJJJJJJJJJOD CHHH 1
25 EEEEOJJJJJJJJJJJJJJO HHH 1
39/EF.EEOJJJJJJJJJJJJJJO HHH 1
53 EEEEOJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ JHH 1
67/EEEE.IJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ JVi 1








































































































































































42/0 JJJ JJJ JJJ JJJJJ JJJ J777777999999999999
56 OJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ9777777999999999999
70/0JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ9777777999999999999



































" I J6 6 f> 0 0 00 0 FT *> 6 b ^
FFFFFFFFFFFFF_FFF

































































































































23CCCCCCCCCRHriFEEEEE 36 21 2
233T33333CCnR6.EF.FEEE 15 37 5
2TCCCCCCCCR"BH.Et:EEF.E 36 10 0
BCCCCCCCCHRRFEFEEEEE 28 15 0











16 OJJJ999999999999999 CDOD BCCCCCCCCBBBEEEEEEEE 28 15 0
SYMBOL NUMBER LETTER
(TAKEN) (NOT "TAKEN)
0* Z 0 0
1« A 0 0
2, B 71 ' 1040"
3, C 37 462
4, 0 42 275
5, E 33 3718
6, F 59 1855
7, G 535 2225
8, H 380 1121"
9, J 1322 2131
TOTALS 2479 12827
47 UNREQUESTED FRAMES TAKEN
15018 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ABOVE
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS" CYCLE = 2 9 8
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINftTFO
530 1843 9S4"
TOTAL' ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING" BCANTKS"
6411 9011 14949
RUN ID-R25»Pf2STA "
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - R25,P,2STA MAP 5
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BEEM "PTOTJESTED". ~"


























































1 1234567890 1234567890 12:
S
1
J l l l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 11i mil







1111 22i i i m i i i i





111211in" - m • -
111 1112
mi 211111
mi mmT i i m i a mi
m i n i

















m m • i i i '
m m
mmmi i i m i i i i
1111222
111111112?
222222233333333334444444444555555555566666666667 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 A e 8 R ^ H H ^ H


















111 1111 11 1 1 1 1 11
111111 234 11 11
l l l l l l l 1 1111 l l l l l l l 2
1221111 1 11 1 11
l l l l l l l 222211111 4411 2 2211
mm 222111111 i
2221 22223211111211
2121 222332 11111 44432111
2222122 31 1111111334445 "31111
22 1 211111 455 22223 22
1122211 1 1 1 1 1 1 23333 121
11 1223235977 755555533 21
11 111 21 4 / / 6S4 4333333J3 2333J
111 111211223465 56511111 444
1111 111 122235 . 1144 33 5554333
12212234 44444 333333333
1 221111 445454 1)11 11 355555
1 221 11 335445433 11444442333
U 1 1 ~ " l l l l l i m i l 344444433T3
11 22?2 115552222111111 1111133-13
233111 31 1 1223331121 1 1 1221 1~333332333~ IT154~33~TT2
111221333323112233111222144311 l l l l l l l 1111





1 1 332 3333411 111111111 22221 111111
2 1333 22miUll2222mi22222121T " " '""
1111 4444433445511 1111111111111123111
1 44344422111112233332222211111
1222222345333334445211 111 1111222222111 111
12222 122111111122222221 111 11 1" ~ - --
1 111 122111111111111111111111
' 111 1111145455211111111111111111111 --
1111111232111333211111111111111
11 l l l l l l l 1111 l l l i m i l 1T9 <> 9 y ^  ^  4 9 9 o owo~o o own' riTn'iTn??




l l l l l
2222111 111111
f.£\ 1 I 1 111
12211111111 1111
111111 "Til1!
111111121111 l l l l l
111112
111
l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2imu mil l
22111111111 1
l l l l l l l l l l 2 1
mimmii m i i m i i
m i i i m i i i i
mi nm






l l l l l l l 2221
l l l l l
1111 2221
l l l l l 21
11 l l l l l l l l l l 2221
111111 21
111111 11222
1 l l l l l l l
l l l l l
11 1111 1111 2222
11111111112 22


































































































































































































































































1 1 1 1 1 1 112112
11 1111222 1
1 1 1 1 1 1222 3
11113556331 113 1135
146411111 1 12 111
11114554411111 11232221 1
l l l l l l l l 111115611114 T24234"5" "
111115544454 1 1
U 111 11 111 111 223652 34
llllU 2335544111523 221




l l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 11 221111
11 11 1111 11 1123 21 23324
1111121 111 1 11131 111
1111 21111111 1211333213 222111














1322211 22 1333311 "" "
1221 111111 1 1 1 1 1
1555331 22 1 1 1 1 1
222132222212223311




22211 22222211 " " 11
5511 2223111111 1111
55331111 inilll
2211 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l l l l l
221 1 11 mm iiimm
5432 mi mmm
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l l l l l
211 111 l l l l l l l l l
211 22221111 I'll] WITT" "
432222221 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4322222 1211111
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1211.
11 111 11 112
11 22P1H1 11 1 1 1 1
1' ' 222' IT) T ~ 1
1 111111111222 111 (
1 1 1 1 1 l i l t
1 11122222111C 211
2222 22231 It 1 111
11 311 1 1211U1
1111112 11 1 111222211
1222222B1 1?2?213311111
1 1 1 1 1 I 1 111133331
22211 1 l l l l l l l l l
111222 t miimim
11 11 1111222212221111





1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 222111








l l l l l l l l 1 1 1
24b 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 221
111)11 21















1 12244£V/^343JJJJ3333522<VJ,W1 1 }
122233)1113322211113432233211121 1 1?





12122111122111 1 I 13332111221 1222122212
1122)111221111 """ 2222122271 1"??T~T2?21 ~'~
11122111222111 U 222212?221 11221 1
1111121)122111222111122 224472222T1 TVT ""
1 211211223222311112111 244323422 1
1 1 1 1 1 11121112211122)1 1 J 1 1 1222122
11121 1113 11112222 12221 11 1 1 1 1 . 1
11121 1111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11111 11 111 11
2 2 1 1 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
""" I 111 11 11 1221 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22221
] 1 l l l l l l "
) 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1
i 11 mi i i -] 1 11 1 1 .
1 1 1 1 1 1
1111 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
imm i
11122221 1
1 1 1 1 222 222
111 11 22
~ "TiTii •" ~z?i"
22
FI "" 1T!T21?22Z '
111 222




l l l l l 2222
1111111222
mm n?2'<;? m
l l l l l 1222 1
mimm i
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 111
mm 222111
1 1 1 dl 1 1 ) £££<!.\ 111
1122 11112 1
122? 21111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2211



























id.lf.r'l l l l l l l l l
122111)11



































































































































































































































































11 H2i m i?2?mimimi2?_?2i
1
 22222E11 11222211111 111111222211
111122 28211 1 11 111111111112222211
1122 t i l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1


















22 mm n 1222222221 imn mi
1 122221111112222222211123111111
t l l l l l l l l 1 1 12222222211111111111
1 1E222321 1 1 1 1 1222222221 1 1111 1 12222







221 111 111 111 111 11 1 222222 111 1 11 1121 1 321 1
[ 1221111111111 1 1?22221 111 1113331111 1
t 11111222211111 1 12222211111111113222 1
21 11111111111.11112222111111333222211 1





























[1222221 111 111111 1221 miTT111442Z — r"
t 112221111111111221111113333211 1
t 11111122211111 12T111 111133311 1
It 111 1111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1
t 112222222111111211111113111 1 1
t 1112211111 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
t 11 11122221 rnprzTiTTTTTTr — i
t 112222221111111122211111 1
f 111211 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 211211111 1
tin iimimm 322111 i
1111122211111111 2321 1
11 11111 111 111 1231 1
1111 1111112221 ?2T~ " " T
111112211111 111 211 1
11111221111111 321 1
mmm M i
l l l l l l l l 33 1
1111121111111 333 1
111 111122211 444 ~ — -




























m i l l i " 2 2 P ? 2 2
111122PH3222


























1 1 1 ItiiZd'sld d\.
111122?23412






















1 1 1 113.42221
l l l l l l l l 211111
. ri233333?2" ~ "~
1H1233232
•— i— • vr 33?? •"" i in r
11 1 232 11111
1111 2<rV22 ^ 1 1
2 1111






0 4 9 ^ 0 "
0 43 0













































































































I 233347777487111 1 I 1




( 32 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




t 1122111 1 1
12221 11 11111111
[ 11211111











t m i n i
t mia
im n i i i i i
t 11 11112111
t in in 1112111im mmi
t mm n rzm IT
inm i mi
mi i mm




t i imim in[ n m
t inm 11[ i n m m i im i
t im[ m in iumi mum i


































l l l l l
l l l l li22?22 iTiiiTnr
m i n i m
n mi















n i ITi imm














1 1 1 1 1 1
111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1


























"' 1 ~ ITl'l ""
"' T22722 l l l l l l
1 2222333111
1 f- J i l l l l l l l
122?22 331111 1 1 1 1
22222333'3Tr~~~' "






1???? l l l l l l
122222 2T1T1 111
22222 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1





— 12??22??23? 11 '














































































































































































in 11 m m m
mili i i i m
12221111
i i ?22?22 i m i m i m i i
12222221111 l l l l l
i??22mm mm
2222111111 l l l l l







???222? l l l l l
??? l l l l l l
1?1 1









































21319 BLANK FRAMES IN 'THE" ABOVE'HAP"
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= (
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
1410 1917 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING^
0 9052 " """ " 21319"
RUN ID-R?5»P»2STA
DATA USEO FROM QUARTE« 1 RUM ID - R?5»P«2STA MAP 6
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BUANK FRAMES' HAVE NO'T~BEEN~REOUE5TEDY~—








































































































m i n i
H m
mm1111









































































1 l l l l l l l l l l l l l 1111111 1
444444444555S555S556666666b667777777777R888s388R899999999990000n0000011 1 1 1 111.1 12?










mi i i i imm
3 l l l l l
1133
2221111111111111
. . . . 3J3J- — ---
 ml





























2 mi min i i
1 22 1 22
miiu mi i mi
11111133 2
1122222222
11 l l l l l 1111111)
22 2223331111111 l l l l l
1 333222 111 l l l l l 11
J 32222 l l l l l 111
11 1111 111 111 111 111111 11
2 2 2 2 2 111111 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
333111111111 11122222 111
333 111111 2211 IT l i m n -
m i m i 11111 111111111
111333 111111 2222 33~ IT IT 11
13 33 l l l l l l l l l 33111111111
3 3 33333332222 11111111111
1111 331112222222333 333331111
33 11111111133333332233111111111 3331111111
111 l l l l l 1111333333311 1333333333 333.3
1111111113333333333333111111 133 TIT
11 11111333333333322221111111 2
11 1 1113322221122233333333 111111
11133333333333331113333 333
33331122222111333113333 l l l l l ' " ' "
1111 12222333333322223322222
2223333333222233331 miTlll "
111 l l l l l 11333222333333333311333
1111 113J33333111 1111111111113
l l l l 1 1 1 1 1333J33333311 111 1133 111
333333333311111112233333
333 333333222223333333311111
333331 111 1122P23X33 333333 113333
2222223333333111133333332222222
S
l l l l
mi 11 iim mm m
nm
m i n i 1 1 mi1 1 mi m
m i i m i i i mi
mm imi m i i i m i i nm
mm
m
m 1 11 1 nm m
m i n i mm
i m m i m i
m in im 11
i m i i i n i i
m mi m iin 1111111111
mi nmi m1 i
nm
i mmm
m i n i




m 11 11i i i i i i i i i i i i m i
mm 11
mm nmi m in ii nn
i i m m i i mi11 m m i u 11
mil im i i
i
mm 11




 n n. ...n _ n
m
- - • - m r~
m mi im 1 111 i 1 1
mm m 111 1 m 1 1
m 1 1 1 1 mi
m" 11 mn11 nm1111 mum i
nuni ini m i i m i 11
i i i m n




















































































































































































































































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 331 111




11 33228233333 222111 1
l l l l l l 1111111222111 333
1111113333333222221111 1333
1111 333333333111111111111111
Till 1 1 1 1 333333111133 33222
1111112 233333111111 .131111111
1111113 3 33322 11 333322
11 33 1111 33 1 1 1 1 33 111







1 1 1 1 1 1 3
3133 222
• 333111 ' '
1 1 1 1
3333111111111 2

















11 1 1 11
333 111
333 222
333 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
33 mill
33 111




















111 1 1 111
















1 1 1 1
2223333333333222222223311111 1 1 1 1 111
23 2222333331111133 11111 1
33 1 ) 1 1 122P233 1133
13333 1111111222222
31111111111111133333 11





















mm 11 1 m
m mm
u mi
11 33333333 222 1111111111
111 3333333 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
333333 11 l l l l l l 11
mi 3323 mm urn














333332222222222.133223333331 1 1 . 1
111 HI 112222331222-22223111 111 111 1
22233331133333333331122322?33122 3 31
222222233333332??223331333VrnT1 ITTTf
33333322222233333333 1111113331333 l l l l l l
11111 333322111 33333"nTlT3T13337Tr-3331Tni
22222111111111332 3332231111 1111111313331
3311111112222222 311111113 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 111
1111111112222222 111133313111111111133
1 1 333333332222 233333TlTnTT3~3Trn
22223333332222 22 3313331333331111
11133222222333333332222"~23TmTlTm33 '
3 222.133333111111111333 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
33333 3331111222333233 3333 3111111
33223 3332 33333331 1 1 1 1 3 3333111
222233333 222333~ " 1 1T3
33333 33 333 22
1 1 1 2 1 22 " '
























































































































































































































































































































1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
11
1 1 1 33? [ J 1 1 1 1 Jl 1 1 1U3J
imimmi 333 t i 2222 2222 22211
2222 222T 1 1 3311 3333" "
111111111131 111 1 1 3333 33322
1111 13t 333333 1 22 3333 3333"""
1 111 1111133333 1 1113
milir " 3B 333333222233 " ' ' 1 FITT
111111113 111111113333333 1 1 1 1 1
22222 B" 3333333111133333 1
11U3 3322222333331133333 1
111111 t 3333333333222223333 1
2E 111111111111333333333333 1
11" ITl~~lTlTnT33333333322221'133'7
l l l l l l l l 11111113333333333333311 1 3
111111 l l l l l 333333332222222333333 1333
111 1 t i l l 3322222222333333333 3322
Ullll 111111113332222333333 2222
l l l l l l l 3333222222111111133 ]
' 2?2t " 332?.223333333222?2inni'l ' ~
111 33333111113331113332 11
t i l l 11111133333333333111113 23
t 211111113333333333333222 )
1 1 1 1 t 3322723333111 111111222111 ]
111111 t 31111111111333333333111111111111
"11 t 33333T1 T113'33311111133333332 T"






[3113333333333311 11 1 111133331112222 1




"U - I imil333333322???2?333333333Tin " ~1"~ ' "~ " '
t 331113333333333111111111111222 1
[ 22?22211111111 111333333311133 1
??t 22333333333331U1111222222211 1
( 331111111111333322222111333 1 1
[ 33311333333311111111113333 1
Pt 33333111111113331111-13333 " ~I
( 331111113333333111113333 ]
t 11113333333111111 333111111 1
[111 333333222211 1 1 1 1 1 3 )
11111111133333331 1 1 1 1 1



























1 3333 111 1
1111113 3 333 1 1333 mum i --
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 32 111 1




























j- j i -J- 2 f 3>m TY1
3221111221111
1111222211 11
1 1 1?^ 2 1 i 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
333311122111111
— YT1 1T1 33333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
— iTiT n 11133 — IT
111111112211111





















-5J1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 JJ 11
111333131111111
11111122222
1T1T 1113333 ' ""
333322?21111
222233J331 l l l l l
3333311133
1111113333-
2333333222 11 1 1
















































"0 "~4"0 -'0" ""
0 35 0























96 [ 11113 322211
110 t 331111113
124 i mm 3 i mn
138 t 1 1 1 1 11111333
152 ( 2?2222 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1
166 t 11111133.311
180 l l l l l l 333T1111
194 111111111111333333
2C8 l l l l l l 1111113333311
222 111 333333311111





55 l l l l l l l 33333111111 1
69 333111111 1
83 2222.333 3 1 1
97 111? 22 33331111 )
111 33111111 1
125 33 1 1 1 1 1
139 l l l l l 1 33 1
153 t l l l l l l l 1
167 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
181 t l l l l l l 1
195 (22 l l l l l l 1
209 l l l l l l l 111 1
223 [ l l l l l l l l 1 1
237 l l l l l l 1
251 11 1
14 immm i 112a i m i nm42 t nm
56 1111 1221 l l l l l
70 t 11 11111122
84 C 11 1111 l l l l l l l
98 I 111 l l l l l l l 11
112 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111122?
126 111) 11 1 l l l l l l
140 1111 1 22222211
154 .( 1 1 1 1 1 1122111
168 t 111 l l l l l l 11
182 111 1 1 1 1 2222196 mm i mi210 t Minim nm
224 [ 11 l l l l l
238 [ l l l l l l 11i 1 1 m m 1 1 1 mi i
1 5 1 1 1 1 1
29 [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
43 1 l l l l l l l l 1
57 mm i
71 [ 1 l l l l l l
85 I 1 11199 nm mini
1 1 3 1 1 l l l l l l l
127 t 1 11
141 t 1 111
155 111 1
169 [ 1 1
183 111 1
i<Jv iii
21 1 ( ] 1 1 1 1
225 ( ) l l l l l l
239 t 1 l l l l l l
2 (111 1 1 1 1 1













































l l l l l
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"111 111
l l l l l l
l l l l l l U U
' i i urn
l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l
l l l l l l "TTTlTlTli"
l l l l l l l 1 1 1
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111112222 11 111111111"! I
33322222233 I 1 1 1 1
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1111111111
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11 3 111 l l l l l111 mm m
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i m 1 1 1 " mm1111 m
mum i




"•"mi ' '- n
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m
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Tin mi ' '1111 m
""-Tirmr" ~ " 111
mmi 111111
i i i i m i i i m
""1111111 in
i i i i n
"Ti i im n 11
i i i i m i i ii 1111i 11
~r~" rmi immmi
iiriTT 11 nri"
i i i i i m i i ii i in i nm
i im i i m i i mi
""Tim mm" " ~
m nm mm
mi n
11 i i i i i i m i i1 1 1 m
mi nm
i n i i m n mi
nm mm
" ITTV1T " "111 11 " 111
nm i imm
milin 11 i
i m i i m i ii im mi
immiiri i i i i i m i 11
mm
mm m
rm in 1111 • IT
m i i i i m
• T •- imi i i r ' - i
nm11111 i i i i i
i mi n
mini inni imm mi)
i i i i m nm
ITi m i l l
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i mumi m m i i i i i mi i i i i i n m n
immmi m
0 31 b
0 21 0 "
0 1 8 0
0 20 0" "
0 22 0
U 21 . 0
0 18 0






0 23 0 "
0 33 0
0 21 0 "
0 25 0
0 27 0
0 27 0 "
0 16 0










0 24 0 "
0 37 b
















""b 37 "b "
0 3b b








u 3 1 0
0 14 0





0 24 . 0
" 6" 29 0
0 29 0


























TOTBL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS ~ TARGETS ELIMINATED
1410 1917 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
~ " 0 " "; 9052 2I:3T9"
RUN ID-R25»P»2STA
"DATA USEO FROM QUARTER "f RUN ID - R ? 5 , p » 2 S T A " """ ""MAP 7"
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
'DIGITS'" AND"DOTS TNO'lCATE'~FRTM'es7TAKFN';
LETTERS INDICATE FRAMES REQUESTED AND NOT TAKEN. (NUMERICAL ORDER OF LETTERS IS ZABCOEFGHJ)
DIGIT PRINTED IS PI
CYCLES CONSIDERED A R E 1 2 3 4 5
"" ""~
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 1 L N 0





























































coun0 - . - - . . - - .




FFF "" " '
FFFF 9999999999




FFOD 99999999999999 ' " " ~
DDL) 7 99999









DD4BH8 GGG 88 CC
ODDH8HH G CCCC BRSRRBR E
D77H8HB G 88 C FF '
0001)888 GGGGGDDOD GGCC E FFEE
0118888 GGGGDODOD 6
G888 GGGGNGGIJOnDSHa
EEHH 777887 DDDDO . 77777777
I mm HG OODDOD777/7/8 GGGG7
77 7 EODDQD 788 G7779 JJ
GGGGGhG E OOOOU G9999 GGG
EE 7777779999 GGGGG7999 77
77 fctt FF 799998 11/9994994 bHHHH
777 tF-F.G77777799 JHHGGG77 888
7777 FFF. 777779 GGGG 99 8888888
E7777778 8GGGG GG9999999
G KiGH-h 888888 13GGG FF G88888
C 77F FF G77778877 FF99999Q997
CC E F FFFHFFFf hFh G8H8HHH8HMH
CC 7777 FF777FFFFFFFFFF BBBPR88H8
GGGEFF GFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF9999999GG'-RBHHH8-ftHTC "










9 RRR 888FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF ~^ \^
F9C BRRRB88888FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF' " ^X ' '
BHHRRRBHSeFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
^CCCR 8 0
BCCC PR E 8 7
CCCCCCRRRR EEE 28 0
RFEEE 6 2
CCCCBRR FFEFEE 21 1
UCBBBH tfcF 9 9
RCCB8RRPBEF EEEE 22 2
PBRBBR FEEE 19 7
RRRBRBBFFFEE EEEEE 26 11
RBRRBE 10 7
EEE 12 1
FEEEFEE EEEEEE 18 4
" ' EFEEEEFEFEE " " E 16 18
EEF.EF.FEEEE FE 20 7
FEEEEFEEFFE' 19 8
EFEEEF.EEFEF 25 16
FEFF EEFFE 24 6
"E FEE E" .9 "7
EFEEE 16 3
F EFFEFEEFF 10 5
FEEEF.FF 14 i
FKEEFE FF 16 5
EEF 17 6
EEFFEEE . FFFE 36 5
EFEEE 20 8
EEFF • FFFE 38 7
EEFEF FE 25 5
E.t tEFFFEFFtc 1-hF E 33 6
EEFFEE FE 32 14
" EEF'FEE EEFFF " 30 15'
E EEFFEEE 23 10
"" FEFFE ' 29 6 "
EFEEEEEEEE FFFF 35 16
FttfctF.h.tfc.F'- ^^ i.<* 16
EEEEF FFFFFF 30 16
""" F 8 19
FFEFFF FF 21 15
EEFEEEFFEE FF' '32 "11
FFFFFFFFFFF 22 19
h.l-(- K l - h t - d.^ lu
EFFFEEE FFFFF 42 11
"
C
.E ~ EFFFFF ' FF 54 1 1
FFF 43 8
FF.FFF • • - - • - 42
 6
F.FF FEFFFFFFFFF 31 24
EEEFEFFFFF FF 18 23
-' " " ' FFFFFFFF 37 5
FEE FFFFF FFFF 37 9
FEE EEFFFFF 37 11
EE FFFFF 40 12
EFFFFF 34 19
E ~ FFF 35 7
EFEEEEFFFF FF 46 4
EFFEFF ' FF 43 6



































































159 " EGGGEEEEE G RE
173/ EEEEGGGGFEFEEE
187 EEEEFF.EE EEFEEFftEEFEH ^HP.FFFH " '
201/ EEF.EEHHH88R8 G









































































GG77G ' EEE9PO "
"GHHGGEE DDDOD
49 EHGG7GG EE D9999EE
63/ GGGGGGCCCC DODOO










































































E E EEF CCCCC




























































































































































































[ JJJJDODODDnjDOODK GGGHGGGGC ^


























































































































































































































































































194 I JJJJJJJJJJJJEEEEEE 1
268/flJJJjJJ JJJJJJEEEEEGG ]
222 OJJJ EEEEEEEJGGEE )
236/flJJJJJJJJ EEEEEEEEEEEEEF l
350 t ' EEEEEEEEEEEEEEF 1
13/1 JJ EEEEEEEEEEEEEEFE )
27 [ JJJJJJJJJEEtEEEEEEEE " 1 '
41/t JJEEEEEEEEEEEE
55 UJJJ UJJ EEEEEJJJJJE
69/t EEEJJJJJJ
83 t RBEEEEE E J
97/flJJJF BB EEEEJJJJ






195 ~fFF -JJJJJJ ' -•
209/OJJJ.UJ JJJ

























71 t 1 999999
85/t 1 JJJ
99 DJJJJJJJJJ99
113/t - ) JJJJJJ9





197/OJJ . . .
211 (] 9999
225/t 1 JJJJJJ










































HFFFFFFF FFFFF H HBBBBB
66666 PBBBBGGGGG BBB
888888 HBHHHB888 BPPBBBG BBB
88H88SB 888 RGGGGB




5555555555 556666666 2 BBGGGGBBBBB
5555577 E555..8885 2?2?22 MBB'fiBB
5555... 5 2 RBBRGGGRRR
777 bbc*L'9l?t) B M (jBBH HBBBB
9999999 22BBBB GGBPB8 BBB6
77777 9 EFFE 4RHBH7770BP
55555 22B BBGGC, 8BB8BB
GG GGGGG EEFEE PtfbHBH
66655555 22 RBBGRGRRRbB
 777 666655... 88 GGBR BRRBB
6 GGGGG G8 l-FFt- h 88 BHBMiGBBPB BBBB
 77 88888888.. .888 22BBB BPBBBB
 ' H-H BBPRBB HBPBH BBt
7 77 6 2RRBB BBRRRBBE
G' ' FGGG " CiGdGljG liHBBu
 77777777777 77777777 22B BC E
I bbobt>b...tl B BH//BBBRBC
666 2 RBRRCCBR
6644444 «vjRf<CCHBBB
44444 77 22?2277??B EE
444 " HbHHHH
222BCCCC8
777777777 ' " ~ " ??RR8BRBPCC BB
777 222 CBBBEEE
" 2 PCCCCCCP E
8rt 22?33
HHB 77'ffrrrrrff «!^ BB.B cccct
88888 2 33.1C CR
8888888 2PBCCCCCCCTC
89998888 22P33333 CCCCB
889999999.7777777777777 "~ ~ " CCCCC "CBPF."" E
89999999999 77777 3333333 FEEEE
89999999999. ...../ 1 1 1 / t CCC. "thhtt
99999^ 9999 77777 BEEF
999999999 777 "' - •- -2 CCC"BBFF
99999 2..33333-1CCPBE EEE












































































































































































































~ 102 UNREQUESTEO FRAMES ""TAKEN
21217 BLANK FRAMES IN JHE_ABOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE="~380
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
"946" 1427 954 "
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES ""TOTAL"REGAINING TARGETS" TOTAL REMAINTNG"
6411 5811



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































QTR 1 TO 1
CYC 1 TO 1
ORB 3 TO 2
DAILY LIMIT = 400
18FRAMES ELIMINATED'ONALTERNATE ORBITS FROM NORTH 'AND'SOUTHTLTMTTS
ALL DAY CONES SHORTENED BY 2 FRAMES AOS» 2 FRAMES LOS. b FRAMES MINIMUM ALLOWED.
MINIMUM FOR NIGHT CONES IS 9 FRAMES.
2 FRAMES REMOVED FROM ALL CONES FOR TAPE FREEWHEELING _
4 FRAMES REMOVED FROM NIGHT CONES FOR AOS, LOS. WHEEL ING"IS"ALSO" "SUBfR~ACTE07
8 FRAMES MINIMUM OFF
15 MAXIMUM OPERATIONS"BETHEFN "CONTACTS'" " " """ " " ~
65 FRAME TAPE RECORDER

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 1,



















































































































3" TO — r
1 NEXIT






"" o "" o
0 0


































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 184 0 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY 2, CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 590. FROM REV \b TO 29 ( 30) » 16
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) NENT1?) NEXIT(2> MADENT
16 1 2 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 D 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0
20 d d d d o
21 0 d d 0 022 ~ " "d d " <r~ d" d
2 3 1 7 4 7 0 0 - 0
2<t 11 *6 0 0 0
25 5 34 0 0 0
" 26 2 " "29" 0 " 0 0 ""
27 1 27 49 62 0
28 1 ~"'1'9" "35 ~~ 69 i "' 0
29 1 12 41 54 .0
ST ORB ST FRM IPEV1 ENDORB ENDFR"! IREV2 IOUT
16 3 1953 16 110 2060 42
17 1 2081 17 110 2190 22
1ft 1 2211 IB 110 2320 19
19 1 2341 efd 110 2580 21
"~ 21 - 1" 2601 "21 TITO 2710 " 20
22 1 2731 23 16 2876 0
23 52 '2912 24 \0 3000 0
24 107 3097 24 110 3100 0
25 107 3227 25 110 3230 0
26 103 3353 26 110 3360 0
" """27 " " " "4"8 3428 " 27 " 4"3 34~28 ~ "8
27 103 3483 27 110 3490 0
28 21 3b3l 28 Jt 3b^4 21
28 70 3580 28 110 3620 32
29 " 13 3653 29 38 3678 0











































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 203 0 FRAMES ON TAPE. END OF DAY.
" TAKE L'l M T T 78"9T FTTQ'M -R£V"WTO 43 r~44), 16 PASSES.
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 21'2 '0 FRAMES'ON TAPE* END OF DAY."
























































TO 57 ( 58), 15 PASSES.- UAYFLG= 1

















































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 5,





































8 TO 71 ( 72) , TSHPUfBSES .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N E N T d
1GO
101
"T755, FROM" REV I'O'O TO 113 ( 1 1 3 ) , 16 PASSES.

























































TOTAL O P E R A T I O N S =





























































































































































































— 6390492 ~"~1TO~T03- 110 110
0 0 0 0 0
- 1 452"62"6 — n"rro 9 — nT~mr~
15466621 112 17 112 34
10038781
13147840



















10"5 14 105 17








































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 9




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































id I Ivc le f 110
TOTAL OPERATIONS= 21













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI. DAY 11, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
"TAKf: LIMIT"23"4"6", FROM REV 142 TO 155 T 155), 1"6 "P"'A~S"S"ES". UAYFLG= 0



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 256 3 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 1?, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1









































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 239 7 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING nPTI, DAY 13, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1






















































































0 TO 183 ( 183), 16 PASSES. DAYFLG= 0







































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING nPTI. DAY 14, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1

































































i ' T6 PAS!Stb. UAYFLG= 0





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI. DAY 15, CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1
































































































TO 211 ( 211 ) » 16 PASSES. L>AYFLG= 0


































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 272 4 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 16, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1









































































































"16 "PASSES. DAYFLG= 0




















































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI. DAY 17. CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1





































































































TO 239 ( 239), 16 PASSES. DAYFLG= 0









































































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ONi TAPE. END OF"DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY 18, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
rA'KrTTMiT'"3535VFR-QM
NENT(l) NEXIT(l)








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CALLING OPTI» DAY 1, C1
"TAKE LIMIT " 3727"TROW"FfE
'CLE 1 « QUARTER 1
IV 3'TO Ib
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) NENT<2>
"3"" 0 0 """'

















































































( Y6} V ' 15PASSES. UAYFLG= 1








































































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
TAKE LIMIT 600« FROM REV 16 TO 29 ( 30 ) . 16 !
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) NENT(?) NFUT<2) MADt'NT M,
16 1 2 0 0 0





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 168 0 FRAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 152 0 FRAMES ON TAPE, END OF DAY.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE. END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI. DAY 5. CYCLE U QUARTER
TAKE LIMIT 1303. FROM REV S8 TO 71 ( 72) 15 PASSES. OAYFLG=










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 6, CYCLE 1» QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 1558, FROM REV 72 TO 85 ( 86) 15 PASSES." DAYTLG="T















































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 146 0 FPAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY 7. CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1
REV 100 TO'113 ( 113), 16 PASSES.
NENT<?> NEXIT12) NIADENT MADEXT
0 0 0 0


























































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 200 7 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY 9,
TAKE: L I M I T 22?


















































J8 , FROM RE V" 1 14 TO "T27" {'127 ) ,
i X I T ( l ) N E N T ( ? ) N E X I T ( 2 > M A D E
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o o o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
38 0 0 0










































































































































I D L N T M A D N I T
44 0
27 0


















































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI. DAY 10. CYCLE It QUARTER I
TAKE LIMIT 2463. FROM REV 128 TO 141 ( 141). 16 PASSES.
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) KIENT<?> M E X I T < 2 > MAOENT MAOF.XT
128 0 0 0 0 0 0
129. 0 0 0 0 0 0
130 0 0 0 0 0 0
131 0 0 0 0 0 0
132 0 0 0 0 0 0
133 0 0 0 0 0 0
134 24 39 0 0 0 0
135 14 48 0 0 0 0
136 8 42 0 0 0 0
137 3 29 0 0 0 0
138 1 29 0 0 0 0
139 1 24 39 t>9 0 0
1 4 0 1 1 5 . 3 5 6 6 0 0
141 1 5 0 0 .0 0
ST ORR ST FRM IREV1 ENDORB ENOF-^M IRKV2 IOIJT MAO
128 1 16511 128 108 16618 37 0
129 1 16641 129 ICrt 16748 20 0
130 1 16771 130 110 16880 15 0
131 1 16901 131 110 17010 17 0
132 1 17031 132 105 17135 29 0
133 1 17161 134 23 1731.3 10 0
134 52 17342 134 " 10 " 17400 0 0
135 107 17527 135 10 17530 0 0
136 107 17657 136 10 17660 0 . 0
137 107 17787 137 10 17790 0 0
138 103 17913 138 09 17919 9 0
139 38 17978 139 3d 17978 25 0
139 74 1R014 139 109 18049 9 0
140 19 18089 140 34 18104 10 0
140 69 18139 140 110 18180 35 0





























































T36 TOT" T 3-6""
137 107 137
138 103" T38 "
0 0 0































































































































































CALLING OPTI, DAY 11, O































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 195 0 FPAMES ON TAPE, END OF PAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 12, CYCLE
"TAKE LIMIT 2866, FROM RFV !<-
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) NE^TC
156 0 0 0
157 0 0 0
1 5 8 0 0 0
159 0 0 0
160 0 0 0
161 0 0 0
162 22 42 0
163 14 48 0
164 7 41 0
165 3 29 0
166 1 29 0
167 1 23 38










































































,6 TO 169 ( 169). 16 PASSES.
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TOTAL FRAMES = 213 0 FPAMFS ON TAPE* END OF HAY.
TAKE LIMIT 305

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'REV '1HVTCTT97 T 197), 16 PASSES.
NENT<?> N F X I T < 2 > MADFNT MADEXT
0 0 0 0





































































































































































































































189 '99 189 10H















































































CALLING OPTI. DAY 15. CYCLE 1. QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 3448. FROM REV 1*8 TO 211 ( 211) 16 PASSES. DArFLG= 0
NENT(l) NEXIT(l)
198 0 0


















































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 199 0 FRAMES ON TAPE» END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI» DAY i6» CYCLE i» QUARTEW \
TAKE LIMTT 3650» FROM ' REV" 21 2' TO 225"'"( 2?5> i~"16 PASSES. = IT














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 FRAMES ON TAPE* END OF OAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY 17, CYCLE 1, QUARTER 1























































































































(?) MAOf.NT MAUFXT NOLNT MAOM1T
0 0 2H 0
0 U 25 0
0 0 Ib 0
0 0 3<i 0
0 0 31 U
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 C
0 0 U 0
0 0 26 0










































































































































































































































































































TOTAL FRAMES = 202 0 FRAMES ON TAPE, END OF DAY.
CALLING OPTI, DAY IS. CYCLE 1« QUARTER 1
TAKE LIMIT 4045'i FROM REV '240 "TO'" 2 ( 2>V 16
NENT(l) NEXIT(l) NENT<?) NEXIK2) MAOENT
240 0 0 0 0" 0
































































































































































































" "DAYTLG = 0








































































































































































































































TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE = 486
TOTAL FRflMES THIS CYCLE = 3328
DATA USEn FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - R 2 6 . P t 3 S T A
THE FOLLOW ING "MAP"" SHawS"REffrj£<;TETrFhr/fWEB. "
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BEEN PEQUESTED.
DI~GIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF'REQUESTS <9 = 9 OR MORE)
1 i i m i m im mi mi
I l l ) 111 1 1 1?.22?V??2??33 33.33: 3333«<t44444444bb5S5b5555b6666666667 777777 77 7H«* "H" 8 *H*ft 99099^4990 00 00 00 0001 11 l l l l 111 22









































234567890 12 3456 78901 23456 7R9012345r>789n 1234567 890 I ?34S6/B9n
11





m i m m m
12.3456789(112345678901
122222221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122222221 11111111111
12222221 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222211 1111 1 1111 111
1222211 1112111111111
~T2??i 1 1 n ?i rmrn n































142 111 1 1 ) 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 122? Ill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
156 111 i 111 i i i m i i 2?2 ui inn nun " ~ " " ' "
170 111 1 1)1 )t 1 1 1 1 1 2221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111
184 111 1 11 II H i l l 2221 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 " "
198 111 1 1) 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 22211 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 11 H 1 11 11 12? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2?.6 111 1 11 11 lll?2 1222 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
240 111 1 11 11 1 1 2 1 1 1221 1222111111 1 1
3 111 1 11 11 1 2 1 1 1 1121 22?221llll 1 11
17 111 1 11 1 ) 1 2 1 1 1 1 111 1222211111 1111
31 111 11 11 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 122221111 1 1111
45 111 11 11 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1122111111 1111 "
59 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
73 111 1 1 11 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 111 I
87 111 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 III 1 1 221 1
151 111 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 ) 1 1
115 111 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 112?21 234?.l 11 111 1
1 2 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12222212233321 111 1H1111 1111111232
143 mmmm 1 1 1 1 1 12222312233221 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111333321
157 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11222232222222111 2)1122-144)11111 2<"?222211
171 iimmim mi 1222232222222111 12113555432211 i 1121111
i8s immimi i n 23.3212222232111 12 11455554*4322 mm
199 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 323212222332 11 111144444444432111
213 mmmm u n 222212222331 1 111121334445544431111221112211
227 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 22 11222221 211l2?2334455b44<t542?2223332??im
24] mil?]lim 11 11 1122211 1 1222333i»665b<»4654332233333133122121
4 l i m i l l l 11 1 11 1122111 11 1223235t'776b<>755555b3333333.3?33333321
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 11 112111 1111113324776545544444433333333322333344311
32 111121 11 11 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 121 12234bS5556b64445bu333333333224444443332
46 mm .11 11 i n mi 112112223555556556444554.333333332224445554333 •
60 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 11 111 122122344654454544444533333333332235555554333
74 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 111 I 2212232J44454544J4444 33J343JJ44 j.)3355b55433'U I
88 1 1 1 2 1 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 22212322233544543333334435444444233344555433331
102 mm imi urn 11 1 121 1322232334443333335555544444^^33344444433331
116 lllim 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1122?222?2221222J33455555b55444433^343455554333311
130 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 23333<.23223]11223332J54S5555533333323334S55S433332
144 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 11 11 23333333231 122333323344U4333433333323334555533333 .
158 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 ll2333333211122333323J43333333?.a??.332333454433333
178 mill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1112433332211122333324343333333232222121134.1344311
1«6 1 1 1 ) 1 1 m i l l l 111 1 11243332211112233- U23.n3333j33???222 1 1112244431 1
200 11111) 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 111 111 333?23ll33443332222r)3333J332??22?im 3444
214 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 HI 11 33??543.3334432222223333333322??22U11332
228 1 1 1 1 1 1 l i m i l l 111 11332 54<.444*33^442?2?22333333333?2??221M12
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
111 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
" 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
" " 1221111 imi 11111121
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
mmmm 11111221
" ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
mum m mi 1 1221
11 111 111 1 11] 1 1 1 1 1221
1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11112221
11 11 11 l l l l l 112221
" 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
11) 11 1 1 I 11 1 1 122221 '
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1?2221
11 11 1 U11222221
11 111 1 1111222221
11 l l l l l 1111222221
11 l l l l l 1112?22222
1 1 l l l l l 1112222222
11 l l l l l 11112P22222
11 l l l l l 11122222222
1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 11122222222
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11222222222
limill 112222222222
111 1 111 1112?22222?22
limill 122222222222
1 1 1 1 1111122222222222
milll] 122?22222222
111 1 1 1 1 1122222222222
11 111111122222222222
"~~ -11111111122222222222
1 1 1 1 111 1 122222222222
111 111 11122?22??22?2
imillll22?22222222
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 122?22?22222



























































































































































l l l l 1 1 1 l l l l 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 2233 n34u4S44333355232?<?22J3.i:i333J2222221?l 1
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 12? 3333 2444444?. 34^552 '22222333 3.) 3 3 322 3222 12
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2232 ?2344b444 3444 552222222333322222I 1 ) 1 1
l l l l 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 122?32?34533333444S5222?22^3222?2?21 l l l l l
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2? ?2?324333 333444552222222 ?2? 22221 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1221 2233444jj33455222?22222?222l 11 11 111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 111 2233^4444454552222223342221 1 1 1) 1 111 ~ " "'
l l l l 111 11 l l l l 112232 1 1 1 2J3;i4455Sc;57H633333322l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1111111111121122323 1 2221 2334f.666777Ss622222?22) 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 )
11111)1111122332222 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 255556655555454222222231 11 1 1 1
111111111112^334222 ) l\?22? 35b6bb55S5555642?22444?l
111111111113^563331 11 ?3'533 1 135666655555556523-»43221
1111111111346455433221 122243? 135666655555577633222221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1455444434423 1 1234532 1 34677 766 7767 H 762 33 3222 1
1111111111335545644454 124234511 1 346777667789-J8734 32 11 1 1
1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 334445544454 2?3?2 34541 3S6777678H89Q97332? 1 1 11
11 1 1 1 1 1111334454445533232?3"<4o52 34577bR87«B9Q9733321 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 111233554445652342333237ttb 3447817778890^733,) Jl 1 11
l l l l l 11 1 1233^4656794232>33334764]? 345567667»899983 3331 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1234565 35644 1 21 22? 23543342 155446 76677 788 863 3 331 1 1 1
1111111U235444355431 233243233114444576677788863444111
l l l l l 1311263343365431 1 4224442421 1444446667778997433311
1111112121111233553 1 1 22344222? 1 2444446667778H7633221
111112311111 112431 11?3"<34?112233244.4466777777652222
111112211)11 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1332121 222232 134556677777663221 "
1 1 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 11111211333213 222221 112446667787763221
1 1 1 1 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1111222243.32? 2221 1 1 22 J5566676653?! 1
111134211111 1111122222221 1 11222334457555
111134211111 111112222332 11222?2334
111144211111 11111222?3?1 112222
11135421111111111121122?! 11 " " " " " "
1113^5211 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 ?
111455211 12221 l l l l l
1115^52112223111111
1135c;531222?211 1 1 11 11 l l l l 21 "" ~
1135542122322111211 l l l l 11112433321
11 35c;422323321 12311 l l l l 11123544321
1155^23222222123311 l l l l 11122444441
1255'=?333333?23.3311 l l l l 12254666652
1255533222223333311 222222 1 1 33355S552 1
13554.33222223333311 1111111333354444512?
1455?3322223333.331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3333344444522221
15553.33222223333311 121 1 1 1454343444445) ?22"?2 " "
2555332222323333311 1 1 1 122?2224S3343444445] 1 1 2? 11 1
255433222222333331 1 1 1 2244?2224544S45555S62222?2231 1 1
3553??33?.33?3333311 1 22233 1 1 1 1 4322323 3 J344223332222 1 I 12
3553322222223332111 1 33233] 1 1 1232?323333212?33?32222 )U2?
4553322222223321111 12223311112211222111 1 1 1 32?322?322 11222?
45533?23?2223?11 111 11 1223231 1 1 1?21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 233'222?3221 2222421 1
5553?2?2?22?31 1 1 1 11 111 11122122233111111 222343??2??3221 232'->31 1 1
5533??332222?lll 111 1) 111 112332111221111) 1 333343222] 1 2221 222?31 1
5533?22233222I l l l l l 111.1 111 1212211112211111 1 3.3334? | 22 I 1 2221 22233
5432??222222?111 111 111) 111 112211112211)1 1333422223 1 1 22?) ?22?1
5432'?222222l 1 1 111 l l l l 111 11122111322111 11 1 344422?22 1 1 222 1 1 1 1
5433332333311 1 l l l l 11 111 1 1 1 1 131 1 1221 1 12?2121 123 1 344432?221 1222
4332?22222111 1 111 11 111 121 21 12) 1 22322231 1 1 1 ?232 1344323422 1
4332??222111 1 1 111 11 111 1 1 1 221 21 1 21 1 1 ?21 1 1 2?11 1 ???2 122221?'
4322??2221111 1 111 21 111 1112212113 11112222 122221 122221 1 1
4333?33311111 1 111 121 1 111221212? 1H1.11 l l l l l l l l l
3333??31 l l l l l 1 1112 121 12112212111 11) 11
3333-33311 l l l l 1 1132 113 32 l l l l 11 2 11
2322221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 l l l l 1 1 l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1
2222??! 11111111222 111 t 1 1 11)1 12111 12222
2222??! 11111112222 111 [ 1 1 l l l l l l l l l 123221
2222?11 11111112322 l l l f 11 ) 112211)311 122331
2233211 111111322221111 211 J 1 1 1 1 22121222331
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 122222222222
111 1111122222222222
111 11 11 l??°22222222
111 l l l l 122??2?222?3
111 l l l l l 12?22222222
111 1111112222222322
111111111122222?2222
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12222322222
111 1111111222^222222
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12?222222?2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12222??2221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12?222?2221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 112222222221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11122222222)
111 I l l l l 1 11222222221
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11222222211
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11222222211
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11?22222211
Till 11 11 11?22222311
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11222223311
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111?22222111
1 l l l l l 111222222111
I 1 1 1 1 1 111122222111
1 l l l l l 11 1122?2211 1
1 l l l l l 111 1222221 1 1
1 l l l l l 1 11122221111
1112 1 1 1 111122321111
11221)1 111)22221111
1232211 111122211111
222?211 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 1
"2222311 111 112211111
22222211 1 1 1 12?) 11 11
2223221 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222221 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222221 111 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
122222211111211 l l l l
12332221111221 lllll
12?222211 11221 1 l l l l
1222??3111??2ll l l l l
11322321 112221 l l l l l
1222221 12.?22111112
222221222231 l l l l l
222221223221 l l l l l
l l l l 12222221 l l l l l
1 11 12?22?221 l l l l l
1122'3322211 l l l l
12222232221 1 1121
123222222211 l l l l
1232322233111111
1333?2?2221 l l l l l
222?22?22l l l l l l
2322222221 11211
2222222221 l l l l l
233322222111111
' 2???222221 1 l l l l
22??2?222] 121 1 1
122?2??221 l l l l l
12222??221 l l l l l
12??2'2221 l l l l l
122?2?222121111
12?3??2221 l l l l l
11??2??221 11121
112?2??22311121










































































































































































































































































































1 1 1 1 U 2 2 2 2 2 2 ? I U 1
1112221 ]
















1 1 1 1 1 1




1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1












1 1 1 1










111 1772222117P2'3221 11 1 1 17227222.1 12313333727121
























ll'72IU277?2?272111 11 17721 11 11 2233<*47c 1 1
1111722112227727722111112721





















1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1111
me












































































- HI] 2313^6641 11
111143100662111
111733146652111






1 1 1 1727144444271111
1 1 1 12231440322111 1
1111273344432221111
1111273144132'!1111
1 1 1 12231<»<O22?1 1111
1111223343122711111
111 1233.133372711111



























































































































































" "' ~" 11111123322221

























11 (I 4 1 0
11 041 0
11 0 42 0
11 042 0
11 0 42 0
11 0 42 0
'11 ' 0 42 0
11 0 42 0
11 040 0
11 0 39 0
11 0 40 0
11 0 42 0
11" 0 43 ' 0
11 0 44 0
11 0 42 0
11 0 40 0

























12222122248321 1 1 1 1
12227122243211 1 1 1 1
12221 12223211 1 1 1 1 1
12221 12223211 1 1 1 1 1
12221 12222111
12221 12221111
12211 1221 1 11!
12211 1221111 1







1 1 1 1 1 1
l l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 1
l l l l l l
l l l l l l
l l l l l l
l l l l l l
1 1 1 1
11 11
1 1 1 1
11 1 1
mi





1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 mi i 111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 ) 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
iii i







u 1 1 u t









l i m n 1 1
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1233221 I 11 111 11 1
22221 riirrnmi?' '
12222211111112111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 I l l l l l l
mil
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




1333323111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 ?
mm im 113111 mi 1212222 --
m m 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 mm 111
111 111 1 111 111 1111
m i m i m 11 mi
mi mm m mm i
































































































































































1 1 1 2 1 1 12234<«44<*4B?22222








mi n ii 11
43 llll 1 1 111 1 11
57 l l l l l 111
7 1 l l l l l l l l
85 l l l l l l l l
99 l l l l l l l l





127 111 l l l l l l l l l l
1 4 1 l l l l l l l l
155 l l l l l 11
169 l l l l l 11





197 l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 )
2 1 1 l l l l l l l l l l l l
225 1 111 mm 111
239 l l l l l l l l
a mmii























i 1 1 111 1imiim11
miimim
1 1 1 1333333821
1 1 1233221111
1 1221 l l l l l
1 1 111 1.11 f







l l l l 1
11211
1221
11 m nun i
11 mini
11 n m 11
22 11 mil
1121 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
mm iiimi
1 1 1 1 1 n i nmim
in immm mini
iiiiim m mi m m
11222??!11 111122111121
112222211 1 11111222?! 121
1122211 111 11)122211111
i 11112221 inn
I I 1 )22211111
mi 22 mm
11 1 1 2 2 1 1 l l l l
11 mm mm
m m m m i m
mil imminrn
m i n i m mu m 11
12221111 mi im mi i
112222221 m m m i m
1222222111211111111111 1
1222211 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12222111 mm iiTirrrr-
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1111
nm m11
1 11111222221 1





1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
m i
TTT
l l l l l l l l
12??2233')211 l l l l l l l l
]?^2233321 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
12??22331?Hllllllll
122?22332?11 1 l l l l 111






12?2232?221?221 l l l l l
"T2? ? 22?7??2 S2-2TTV2 IT'
12?'2222232?221lllll
)22?222222??221lllll











12222222222111111111 0 57 0
• )222222??22 l l2mm 0 52 0
122222???21111111111 0 46 0
12222222211121111111 0 43 0
SYMBOL TOTAL
0 0
" 1 8170 ' ". " " " "
2 4457
3 1317 ~
4 5625 332 "". ' """ ' •" ""• """ ~
6 159
7 'i6i " " " :"• " "•"" ~"~"
8 98
~"9 so :
TOTAL 15306 __ _
15065 BLANK FRAMES IN THE A80~\7E~~M"AP ~
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= 0
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES _
BLANKS TARGETS E L I M I N A T E D "
1297 _3120 9__ _ _ _ :____
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
0 " 1 5 3 0 6 ~ :
RUN ID-R?6»P»3STA
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - R26,P»3STA MAP 2
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOW/5 REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT SEEM REQUESTED. """ " " " ""
DIGIT PRINTED IS P'3
11 1 11 1 111 11 1 1 11 1 HI 111 L N D
1111 Ullll????P??a??3333:t3.1333444^^44'»it4S5S5b55SS566666666(:.6'7777777777B«8«^R"i;<RMRV'9-9qQg^oc,9,looonn00001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 U 0





























































J3 9 55 • '" " ~
5555
5555 " '" " "~
5555 3



















999999 67776 66 333 2
93399997777776 6666 3333333 22>?222552
93399997777776 6666633333333333 22222555552




333667777776 9999933333332233333333333332 '33" " ~
33 66777776 9999333333322233333333332222223333
6677766 9 93333333222233555333322222?2?331"33g " "
66776b6 99 333333222222555555S2222222P2223333333




6 33333333 3222222235555333322222222233 3333 333 '<33
V 33333333333333223333335533322232222333333333333
99 333333.1 33 H3333333 33333.13333^^^2^^2^33 <3JJ33.H3 i





8383333 3 22^ ;'2,?999999999999999999922/?2f^ 223Jj3j3 _i3
888 33322222333399^9999999^9999992222?.2223333







4555 3 3333333 333999999999499949999009990
452 333333333399999999999O999999999O999
223 33333333 333999999999999949^99999999
12??22221111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
l2S?.?.2ZZlll\lll l l l l
12??2221 l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1
1???H21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12221111 in i mini i
1221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
" 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TTI TT i TIT IT rrrrrrn r~
i i n i i i i i i i i i H U H
iui 111 1 1 1 11 1 i 1111111 uiiiiiiu i 1 1 1 1
mniiiiini i nil
i i i i i i i i i n i i 1 1 1 1
rrrrnTnTTiTrr ri rr~"
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m i
1 1 1 1 1 1 11 n 1 1 1 1 1 11 1
m m i i i u i i i i i i i
n i n i i i i u i i i i i i ii i i u i i i i n i i i i i i i i
"in 1111 i iin 11 inn" "
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i in 1 1 1 1 11 11
Tumi i i i u i i i i i i ii i i i i i i 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 in n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i i i i i i i i i i i u i i i i i i i1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 11
in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 T 1 l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
1 1 1 llll'Tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
111 1 11 n in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
~TTT TTTVT 1 1 1T1T1 TTT~l
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
""111 1 111 1 1 1 1 l l l l l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T 11 11 IV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
mi 111 1 1 1 1 in 11111 1 1 1 1 1 1 n i i i i i i i i i
"T 111 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 IT 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
mi in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 11 l l l l l 11 1 l l l l l l l l
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITT T rnTTT 'iTrrrvm
111 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i n i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i1 1 1 i i i i i i n i i i i i i i i
ni iirnn 1 111 1 1 1 1 1








































































































































76 222228822222?.?22922222222??2 222255 323333333333332226 '















































136 82222?222222?222555 - 999

































































3 9 99 999 99 9 9 9 9'9"9""9'QT5- -09*99 9-9 q 9-9-9-9-9 Q 9 Y3T3 ^  3 9 <?ci~
99999999999999999 999999Q99999993333 13999
J999SI99999999999 39999999999 9999 3 333 1399
^999999999999999 3999999(39999999333 )33
















i m 111 11 111 1 l i m n
im m 1 11 1 m i m i
i i i u u i m 1 11 u i i i
i m i i i m i l i i u i u
iTnuT n i i i m i m
im m mum mi
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 u 1 1 mm
m i n i i m mum
i i i u u m i n i u m
m i n i i i u u u m i •
11 1 m i i i m mum
m i m 1 1 1 1 1 1 m i m
i i m i m i l i m i m
mm nm i im m
"ummTmiii i m
m m 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
rrnTrnTi i run i TIT"
u i i i m i u m i m
11 l l l l i l U i l l l l 111
11 m m i i i m i m
TnTrrnn \ rnTiTru11 u u um mum
• T • rrr i rrr n TIT IT 1 1 r "
i m i m u m i u u
i 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
"TlTlTn 1"! 1111 ITTT'IT
mum m mi mi
u 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 u 1 1 1 1 u
m m i i m i m i m
m m i m 1 1 m i m
m u m i u u m m
TUT in m in um
mum i mum
" YTYni iuuu i r i r
min i i im mi1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i i i i i i i
mi 11 i i i i i u u
i m i i i i m u u
mm m i i i m
ITUTl 1 TUT I'lTlT"
i m i m m u m1 1 mi i m m u
inn mm 1111i i i i r n m i m r
m i m i m i m
n m u 1111 n i l "
m i m i m i m




" ~ 9THU1 mum
9011 m u mm99i i m i m i m
991 1111 11111111
• ' ~ 9 9 T i i n in ni u
9911 111 1111 1111
9991 111 11111111
999] 11 1 11111111
999111 1 U 111 11 1
9991 1 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l
999Q11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
99991 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1












































































































































































































2222P222222222222229 777 " ...... 1 -
22222222222222222229 777
1
999411 1 1 111 1 11 1
4494] ] 111 1 1 111 1
999011 1 111 11 111
949411 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4904 1 1 1 1 11 11 111
999Q1 ] 1 1 1H1111
44941 1 ] 111 1 11 11
99091 1 1 1 1] 11111
•WJllllll 11 111
9Q9Q11 1 1 1 1 111 11
— •— ' -- 999911] 111 1 1111
94091 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1
9999111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
940911 ] H) 111 11
999911111111111
99901 1 11 111 1 1 1 1
994Q1 HI 1111 111
9499111 1 U 1 1 1 1 1
99991)111111111
999911] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9990H11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
999911 111 1 I 1111
99991 11 Ull 11 11
9490111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
99"9l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
99Q9111 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1999411 miii in
9404111 111 1 1 1 1 1
9949111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
99041HH111111
44491 1 1 1 IT 1 11 1 1
9QQ9MUU 11111
9909111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
999911 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
" " - 949911) 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
90901 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1













































































67 222E222222222222222 97 :
81 222E'?2222222222?22 997 1
95 222EP22222222222222 999 1

























" '" ~~ ' 111
1 1 1
94991 M 1 11 H i l l
99991 11 11 111111
9-0091111111111199901H 11H1111
99991111111 1111
9991 11 111] 1 11 U
""991 111 11 11 Ml] )
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
rrm'TTtTrrriTr
1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i n1 1 1 M 1 1 mi inn
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i n
1 11 1 1 111 1 n i i i i i
1 11 1 1 1 r in 1 1 1 riTTrr
ill 1 ill 1111 in 11111
i r i i n i i i i i i i i m i i
1) 1 1 1 1 Ml 1 1 1111 1 111
"• •-• i i n n i i i n i i i i i i n
















































































69 £222222222222222222 1 " I
83 £222?2222222?222222 1 [
97 £222?2222222?222222 1 [
111 £222522222222222222 1 [
125 £222222222222222222 1 [
139 E222??222222?2<;2222 1 I
153 E222=>22222?2?222222 1 ....... ~ " ( "
167 £222?2222222?222222 1 I
lfll E222??22?222'222222 1 t
195 £222222222222222222 ] (
200 £222222222222222222 .) t
223 £222222222222222222 1 1
237 £2222?22?222?222222 1 ' •" " ' ..... t
251 £222??222222?222222) I
14 E222??22222222222221 777777 t
28 £222222222222222223 77777777777777f 77
42 E22?52222222?2222227777 7 77777 77777 ?77
56 £2222222222222222 32777777777777 777? 77
70 E222??22222222222J2777777777777777r77 .....
R4 E222?22222?2??22J22777777777777777?779










238 E222?2222223?222222 mi"" 9999999998"
1 £222222222232222222 77 8999998888
15 £222722222232222222 899888886
29 E222222222232222222 8888888 t
43 £222222222322222222 888888 I
57 £222222222322222222 8

















_ - j 21"1"222?"P2???22?
1 2?222222.;*?22?222






















111 11 33333 J3333333 2222222222'??
11111113333333333333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J;)J.UJJ33j3:tJ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3333333333333
111111111113333333333333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3333333333333




99 3333333333333 "" ~" "
999 3333333333333










l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 111 111 11 1 1 1 1
111 1 1 111 11 1 1 1 1
l l l l l H I 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1
' " 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111
" 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 12221 mill 1 1 1 1
22221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
22222H l l l l l l l l l
2?<W2ll l l l l l l l l l
22222??!! l l l l l l l l l
?2?222211 l l l l l l l l l
22222221 mm urn
a?????? rmmmii •
2?222211 111 111 1 1 1 1 1
?.f{r:?.':\ l l l i l l l l l l i l




22222?! l l l l l l l 1 1 1 1
22222211111111 1 1 1 1
- ?2?222nmiii mi"""





122222111111111 1 1 1 1i2???2iiimiimm
12222211111)1111 1 1 1 1
12222211 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12222211121111111111
T22222 111211 111 VI 111
12222211121111111111
i??222m2nmiim
122222111211 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i~s~s.~s.it \ i i ^ i i i l i i j i i i
1222221 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1








122222222222221 l l l l l
12222222222222111111











122222222221 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
122?222?22.?))11 11 1 1 1

















































































































































15065 BLANK FRAMES""IN THE™A"80VE~"~M"A"P~"'
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= 0
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED"
1297 3120 0
TOT&L ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
0 15306 " TS065"
PUN ID-R?6»P»3STA
DATA USEn FROM QUARTER 1 RUN II.) - R?6.P«3STA
THE FOLLOWING MA» SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BEEN REQUESTED.
DIGIT PRINTED IS P2
1 111 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L N D
11 1 111 1 1 I 12??a???a2^J333:U^3334^4^44^44455555s5^SS666b66bfah677777777778HM8^H~s7JHHT^q99"^'3^44nnOfl(!nouO(' 1 I 1 1. 1 11 11 122 T U 0'

































































3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3333223333311111
1133333333333332














33333.322221 1 11111333JJ3J3111 1 1 1 1 1
111111133322 2223331111111333311111333322222
11 33333331 3.332222223111333.333311111331133333
111 1 1 1 1 3 32222333222333333333111 11.3333333m
3333333 11 1 11 1 1111113J3111111111333333333333311
333322 22222222211 1 1 11 33333331 1 VITnTTOTTm 3333'
33
111












333.3'H 1 1 1.33.TJ33J3.J33
" i l l 13333331133332221
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1
2???222?22M11133J33
3111 11112221 11111333
—mi m i 3 wm 3-3733-
111 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 ) 1 1 1 333.3:<3222lll'l













3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13333333V















11 1333111 11 U 111.JJJJ !THB (T
11)1311111333.3333333 0 55 0
~2T333 31"] 1 3 3 T33 373 33"! 0 54 ~ " "0"
2?2?2111113333333333 0 50 0



















2222 3333111111222333222113J3311333333333 331 1 I'l'lU ""
333 lit U1113333333311111331111111113333222333333
1 1 113333331 1 1 1113J22?2222222333333.31in 11333333
1 11333333311111111 12233333331 1 1 1 1 1 1113333333.3-'33
11 333333332222222223333333333332222TT3rnTTn M 11J
22 33331 111333333333.33331 1 12222222.3333333.3T333311 1 133
11133333331U1111113333333223311111111133331 111 Til "
33333311 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3333 3331 11 333333333 3?223333.332233
113J3333333333111111111333333333333311111113333 IT!
222221113331 111 1333333333322221111 U 1222.332222222?
' 2222222222221111113322221122233333333T3T337TTTrn
222 222333.3.333111333^333333333111333333333333
33 332222233333331122222111 333113333.3111113" -
1 1 1 1 1 3333331 111 1222233333332222332222222223
1 11 1 1.333T3??222222U
I 1 3 3 rrrrrn i i i / j ^ i n r
1 1 1 1 11333 J3T3 .1333311
II 1 1 113.3333111 ] 1T333-
133.31 111 I I l->33333332
"31 1 1 1 m.3333.3333222'3
33)1 HI) 1 11)333.31111
-33TnTlTrmT2?2Z2TT
3331 1 111 331.T3J111111
.33322333.333333333221
3222222)111113331133
11 11 1111 1 m.33'332113













11 1333111 1 1 1 1 11 1 1333
lT3333.3nTrTT33J.JJJJ
333.311 11 11 11 1 133321 1
22?.33322221im 11133

































































































333.3331331 1 1 1 1 1 1 111133.32^?J 13 33333 3311 333*2
333333322d2?lI 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 J 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11J
222221111111111111 1333.J3J3J33111 111 1331"11
2???231333?2233.33333333333Jll111112233333
3331 1333313?2?31333:3J?2222.133.3:j.V331 1 1 1 1
111 33333333311111122223333.133333113333
333 3332??????333333311113333333222?222
3 3333 333,?22?3.1333333332??2???23311 1 1 1






111 133331 1 111 1112221
331 'O 331 1 1 11 1 3 3.ill3J
13313.133???13333J11 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T3J1 13333
33H3311 111 l . )J3?2211























1131311 1 1 1 1 1 11)3:1333
IT! 13 3.1133??! 1 133333
3133:3311 11??2^?1 1 1 1 1




































3331111111333113333 1 1 1 1
3333133222222222111 333 (










331111 1211333 HIT "1
21133322333333333111
33331 33332222223111 H 1
33331133333331 111 1333311
333332??2???222333??33 <3331
33.111111 1 3.31111 13333irrvuTiT rr rrm ro a ~
3331 11111111111 13333
Til l 1122211 1 1 113311 1
11.1 11332???! 1 11?2221
Till 1111 H???.3333331
331 1 111 1 J 1 11 1 313111 1
rrr n r?'?>2"3 i3rmTT3 ~
1 1 1 1 11333311 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
111133131 11 1 13333331
11 1 1333.113??221 11113
33313111 111121111333
3.332??! 1 1 1 1 11222111
TTVY3 1 I -
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111133133333
"11 1 Illl333??113333i
1331111111111333333
11 1 1 1 1 ) 1 11.133333111




313311 1 1 1 1 112??222
32???????22333333










????2111111111132—333?2 '31 1 11 11 11T1 1 3 H J J1
3311111112222??? 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1i ni333i3iTn'nnni! "
221113311111111131111









.1333311 1 1 13113111
333H11122333333




1 1 1 1 11133333333
~" 11 1111133333333
111113131133333
























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1
.133111 122221111








































































J333U 33333333 J33.il 11 1 111 i JJ33.M ) 1 1 1 -1
33333311)11113333336 133133222231 1 1 1 1 1
333333333331111111(3 111111113333333 i 1 1 1 J
3333333222222222338 2'313333331 1 1 1 33333 1
33331133333333111B3 33131322<?223.;<3:m 1333.13 1
333333311 11113333B3 33131333333333?22?;?3.}33 )
22221333333333312E2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 3333JJ J.i33J i J
1111111333333333111 1 11 1 1 11 1333333 '1322221 131 1 3




333333333333UU111 22P233332222221 1 1 1 1 1 133 3333
333333333332S282222 331333222231133.1322222 H 1 1 111
3333333333311133333 233333331 1 1 1 1 3.331 1 1 333223331
3333333333333B11133 1 1 1 1 11333333333331 11 113332 J3
1111 333333333833332 211 1 1 1 1 1 3333333333333222 33232
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1133338333333322223333111 1 1 1 1 1 122211133333
33333111111136333311111111113333313331111111111113
3333331 1 33333833333331 1 1113333111111 333333322333333




1111 1133333311 111111113332222211111 111 1 1 1 1 11UJ
3333333111133333333333333111333333333332221111
333333333B3 11 3333333333311 11 111113333111222231
33331333833313111122133331322222233333331111 1
33331131133333333333222222233333222111111133 1
33311 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 11333333311 133333333311 12222222)
3333333B33331 1133333331H1 111 113333333JJ33 J '
1 133333B1 1 1111 333333322222223333333331 1 1 1 1
33333338333311133333333331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1111222 1
3333.133E22222222111 111 1 1 11 1333333311133 1
3332P2E22222333333333331 1 1 1 1 1 122222221 1 1
333333B333331 1111 11111313322222111 33331 1
33333383333311 1333 J3-i.11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 13333 J J
33332P2233333331 1 111111333111113333333)
33333B3333331 111 1133333331 11 1133333 1
33331B31 11 1333333311 1 1 11 333111111 )
3333181113333333222211 1 1 1 1 1 3 1





333833222233.13333.13 2? 1 " "
1138133322223331333 333 1






33B31311 1111333333J3 1 J 1
33B3333333331311111111 1 13
HB3311111131322111331 1 21 -""
3383133333331322233333 1 333
3383.133333333311122222 1 22 "
1113.133333333331311111 1 33






.3.1 Jl 1 \?rLf\. 1 1 1 JJ
133.122?! 11 12221
' ~"~ '3'31in 1 1 ' 1 1 1 13.33
33313.11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
.__.. "inn l ]?2211222~
11 11???11222111




3221 li 122 H 1133
111 111??22U333
111 12?'^  11*22 11
1 12?21 1 1 1221111
3.1331M221 i l l l l
1 1 1 1 111.13333333
111 1 111 1 1TJ3333
1 1 1 1 11111333311





1 1 1 1 1 1 113333333










211 1 1 1 ] 111221 1'2~
2P22211 11333333
<i\ i n jrujjjjjjj
331111111 122211








111 1 1 1222222223'
111 111133333333
JJ3122?21 1 1 1333
222233333111111






" 1 Tl VI 33333133332222
3333111111 133133333





331 111 1 1 111 13313332

































































































































































































































































































































B333"<3111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
B333331111111133331





















1 111111333i - "3 33 3 31 n "i n~3 3 3T"
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
1 2233111113.333333




2723313.331 1 11133333111 1 11
?233333333?22?.3333???2??'

















































I 1 333.31 11 333331 111 I
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17771113333
333.31 33333333331 111
111 I 1 1 13333.3311 1 111
II 1 13.3.337?.! 11772227.
2??333'.ll I 11 1 1117.721
'""•'111 11 133333331 1 1 1 1 1
I 1111133333311333




I'VTl 1 11 777333333222'
333333??! 1 133.333333














13333111 111) 1 1 1 1333.3
11111133333311111122
mTTTTTTTTl 13333333"
1333313331U1?.? l l l l l
111 Hl??l 1111171111?
31111111111133333333


























"311TTT1 1 3333333ml I'
227333.331 1 1.3331 l l l l l
22333222333331)11333
133333331111111)3333































































































































































15065 BLANK FRAMES IN THE AHOVE"MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED"
1397 31?0 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
0 15306 " ~"15"0"65~
RUN In-R?6.P.3STA
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 «UN ID - *26tP»3STA MAP" 4
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES. __
DIGITS AMD DOTS INDICATE FRflMFS TAKEN.
LETTERS INDICATE FRAMES REQUESTED ANO NOT TAKEN. (NUMERICAL ORDER OF LETTERS IS ZARCDEFGHJ1
DIGIT PRINTED IS PI
CYCLES CONSIDERED A R E 1 2 3 4 5
X
1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L N D
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12222?2?2??333333333344444444445555555b5566b66666'66T777777777OTT:W^ ?"B>^ 9"9^ V99qv991i^ OOOOOOO'On Tl 1THIT22~T~" U 0"















































































































RBBRBEF^FEEFEEEEEEEE 42 17 0
>^tf nntttf h.tt:.F: tttrhtht co 31
BBBEEEEEEEEFEEFFEEEE 43 17
"RFPF. EE E E E E'ErETE'EEEFF-a 8
EEFFEEEFFEFFFEEFEEFE 42 17
EEFFEEEFEEEEEEFEEEFE 43 16 0
tfc-f.tEEEEEfEFttFJEEEhE 31 27 0
EEEF.EEFFF.EEFEEEF.EFFE 39 16 0
~ErF/EEEETFEEF.Ei:eEEFFE~^T"?4—0~
EEFFEEEFEEEFFEEEEFFE 39 11 0
"Ert-ETEEFEEPEFEEEEFrE 32~14"~0"






















~l 3 — 5"
EEEFEEEEEEEFEEEFFFFE 68 12 0
0"
0
TET: ITETETFCE FETFT FFF"E~6 0~2l
EEFEEEEEEEFFEEEFFFFE 58 20
t r. h t tttthtthtt h n- r-f t 66 TU 0
EFEFEEEFEEFFEEFFFFFE 46 26 0
EF.EFEEFFEEEFE.KFFFFFF 74 9 0
"FEFEFE FFEEE F. EFTFFFFF""6^ ~V7 "•" 0





















FEFEEEFFEFFFFKFFFFFF 72 19 o
~EEFEEEEFEFFFFFFFFFKF"70 "i<)'-Tf
EEFEEEEFEFFFFFFFFFFF 53 37 0
"FETEFEeFFF.FFFFFFFFFFF- 63 -?6'"TT












t p.th.t.t r. t.f I" h P PT r r r r r T4 14 v
EEEEEEEEEFFFFFFFFFFF 59 24 0
EEEFEEEFEFFFFFFFFFFF" 63 1'8 " 0'
EEEFEEEEFFFFFFFFFFFF 63 19 0
"EEEFFEEEFFFFFFFFFFFF ' 58 25 "0"
EEFFEEEFEFFFFFFFFFFF 70 12 0
tKKKtETKhhP FFF h p p FFF 61 19—0"
FEFFEEEFEFFFFFFFFFFF 61 19 0
"EEEEEEFEEEFFFFFFFFFF'"6r" 19"""0'
EEFEEEEFEEFFFFFFFFFF 67 11 0
EEEEEEEEFfc'FFFFFFFFFF 63 14 0












































































, . . .666666666 7999999999955555. .799999999999999666666
666666666 -
 9999999gqqEEfc-E -r,9-gg99999999q'996-6'6"6^ F
...666666666 99999999999555. 77 . 7999999=99999996666
FFFFFFFFF EEEDD999999999999EGGGGG~G19999^aQ99i3T3g99




























































































CEEFEEFEEFFFFFF 42 32 1
64/HGEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE6....9966
78 HGEEFEEEEEEEEEEEEFF 999
92/GGEEFEEEEEEEEEEEEFF 99v9106 GEEEFFEEEEEEEEEEFFF 990 t
120/GEEEFFEEEEEEEEEFFFF 999 t
134 GEEEFFEEEEEEFEEFFFF 9991 oDO
66445555488'.. . 777
FF EEEE BB G 77
FF 5555 BB 7777






































































220 EEEE6EJJJJJJJJJJJJJDDDO)-; HHHHGGGGC )





































'CCCC 77677/7/888 CCFFFF. FtH FFFKH F 40
CC 7767777777 CCCFFFFFFFFFFFF 42















i LH.1,1- r >• ft :*- F fffn be!
E CCCCFFFFFFFFFFB 64




























































































































































































83 IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ) [
97/DJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ] I
111 IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 1 I
125/IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ] [
139 IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 1 [
153/IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 1 t ......
167 OJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ 1 t
181/IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ] t
195 IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ .1 t .
2C9/OJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ] t
223 IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ ] t



















1/DJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ9. . 77. . ..... 477777400D .
15 flJJJJJJJJJJJ9999999 ' 477444440
29/IIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ9 444444.4 [











































FFFFFGGGGGH7777777.; VV777777777777" "" ~
FFFFFFFGGGU777777777
FI- K h h F K F dWIIIIIIIIII
FFFFFFFFFF 0077777777777




77 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II
7777777777777






89999999999777777777777 ~ " """
89999999999777777777777











































































































































































































































































































104 UNPEQUESTED FRAMES TAKEN
14961 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ABOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= 435
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
1297 2166 9S4
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS"
6411 9011
RUN ID-R?6»P«3STA
DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - R?6,P»3STA MAP 5
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT 'BEEN REQUESTED. " "~~

























































































































12345678901 234567890 1?.34567«90 1 234567H901
11
1






























m i n i m u m





" 1 1 1
2222111 11
m mi L





















i i i m m i i
i m m i m
i n i i i i i i i
mi nm





l l l l l l l
11















u i m m u
mm

























































































































































"' Ill 11 '
11 I
122235 1144 """33 " " 55
12234 44444 333333333
111 445454 1111 - 11 355555
11 335445433 11444442333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3*
22 115552222111111
31112233311211112211333332333
323112233111222144311111 1 1 1 1
223333233211111111111132333'
11 122111 11 2221 12222323??22
1 1223311 1222332221 mmi
4431111111 11 11113221 111
mi 221 1122333 11 122111 rnr:
11332 3333411111 1 1 1 1 1 122221111 111
2 1333 22immi?22211112?22212ir
























































































































































111111111 12222 1 2 2 M M M 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 M M M 1 222
I M M M M l 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 M 1 M M M M M M M M M 1 M M M M 2 2 2
1111222 Ml
1111111122
1 M M 1 1121 12 ' ' "
M 1111222 1
M i l l 1222
11113556331 113 1
146411111 1 12 Ml
MM45544111M 11232221
M M l l M Ml M56TMI4~V24234'5
M1MS544454 1
M M l M l l M M 223652
M M l l 233^544111523 221
1112331 M M M M M 13333411 1
MM 111111111441212222354334
11111111 111111355411" - •121?!""
M M l l l 1M1M365431 2242421
M M l l l 1 M i l l 11 221111
M M MM M 1123 21 23
1111121 Ml 1 11131 11
MM 21111111 1211331213 22211
21 22243) ' 221
121 222222
12111









22211 22?3M "" "
2553322 M i l l
1322211 22 1333311
1221 M l M l M i l l







5511 2 2 2 3 M M M
M M
55331111 M M l l l
22 1 1 '" M MM Ml 11 ITU"
2 2 1 M l l l l l l l M i l l M M
5432 M M M i l l M M
2 1 1 M i l 1 M M M M
211 Ml 1 1 I M M M
2 1 1 2222MM 1 M M M M
4322??221 1 "" 211 MM"!
4322222 1 2 M 1 M
M 1 M M M 2 1211
11 Ml 11 112
M 2221111 11 MM
1 222 Ml (
111 1 1454552 Ml M Ml 1 M 1 M M M M
MM 11123211 1 3 3 3 2 M M M M M M M
M M 1 M 1 2 3 M M M M 1 M 1 M M M
11 1 M M M M 3 1 M M 1
3 M 555561MM244M
1351111 55556522222M
166655555577633 M 1 1 1
1 MM M M l l l 222111
~ 11776 11123332321 Ml






14^4446 111 7789921 333 M
4666777881133221
324 MM MM Ml
1 245 M M l l l 221






M M l l l 21
1111111112433321
111111112354421
M M M M M 3 3 3 3 2
1 1 1 1 I 122^4bbbb2 I
22222211211225552 1
1 M M M 2 2 M 2 M M 2 1 2 2






1 22222 1 1 1T22 1 iri l"M~"n"l^71TlTM7n-TTTPf2 IT
1 1 1 221 222331 1 n 1 1 22?23l 222223221 22M2M l
1 12332111221 MM 2333432211122212222311
121221 M 12211 11 1 1JJ32M 122M2221222 12
M 2 2 1 M 1 2 2 M M 222212?22M221 122?1
1 1 1 22 111222 M T IT" 2?72Y???2TTY?2n
11111211122111222111122 224422222 M i l l
1 2M2M22J2223llTr2Mr ~~2Zf4-323422"-l '"" ~
M i l l 1112111221112211 MM 122212?
11121 1113 11112222 12221 M M l l l
11121 MM MMM MM
M M l l l M l M
22 M 2 M
1 1 m i 1 1 mi ~ • " " "




M i l l 22





M i l l 22222
22222
M l l M M l
M i l l 2222
M M M 1 2 2 2
mm 112222 m
M i l l 1222 1
I M M M M l 1
M M M M M 2 M l
M M l l 222111
111211 1 122221 111
1122 11112 1
1222 21111












































































































































































































































































1 1111111112?'? Ill C




1 1 1 1 1 1 2 II
1222222B1
















1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1111
1 1 1 1
22221
1 1 1 1
1113T






1122 f i l l
l l l l l l l l l











l l l l l l l l l










1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1














II 1 1 1 1 12221 1
' 1T1 2Z23^ ?TT
11111122221222
III 123211112




11 1 1 111222222
ill 122?1 13222
11112211112.2











































1 11112222111HU222221111111 1113?.22 )
21 ini l l l l l l l l l l l?222111111333222211 )
1222211322221111111111?2?1111112221211 111 1
[ 11222111111111122211111111111111 1
[ 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 l l l l l 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 2 2 111
f 112221 111 1111U221111113333211
t 11111122211111121111111133311
l i t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1
t 11222222211H112UU1113H1 I 1
f 1112211111 l l l l l ? 1 1 1 1 1 l l l l l 1
If 11111?2221111?1?11111 I 11 1 1
f 11222222111111112221111] 1
f 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 211211 111 1
f i l l 1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T
11111122211111111
1111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
f 1 1 1 1 111 1112221
t1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1






l l l l l l l l l
l l l l l l l l
1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
111 111122211










f 1122331 1 143 1
t 111 21125611
12t 1122231 11 127















11 l l l l l lTli
1 11 12222111































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
























1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




































































































































































C 1 1( i
cm
inn











m i n i









i m i i i u i i ii i i i i n i ii i
i mmi m
m i n i
i m i n ii n
m
i






' i ' —
i
i (










































































112222221 11 1 1 1 1 111 111 1
i2?22?2im nm
12222111111 mm
22?2 i i im mi l
122111111 I I I
mi l1 1




12332211 l l l l l
nm
122222 111112111




1 " Tl 3322222
1111 ??21
mi • r - " •"•"
112333?
1 1111
• -11 111"" '"" •••" "•"
nm
' " " imi i i i "





mm1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
- —
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
11233333?2
111123323?
1 11 3322 l l l l l
11 1 232 l l l l l
111122222 211















1 1 1 1 1 1 1










1 2 3111 l l l l l
1 2rV2<; 331111 11 IT"
222223333 11
12? 22333 mi l l
l l l l l l
"12 22233321 111 " '
122222





















2222222 l l l l l





































































































































































































































21319 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ABOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE= (
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
2073 0
TOTAL ELIMINATED FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
0 ^052 21319
RUN ID-R?6,P»3STA
DATA USEO FROM QIJARTFP 1 RUN ID - R?b,P»3STA MAP 6
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES. _
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT 3EEM PEHUESTED.
DIGIT PRINTED IS °?.
i i i m m m n i m m i
1111111111222222?2223333333333444444444455S55S5S55666o66b6667777777777R?9H^8«aH899a"9999999nonOOnoa00111 111 111 122
























































































































































































































1 1 ) 1 11 1
mmim m
mn






i i i m i i m
mmi m m i n i i
~Tn in
n iTTiTTn—n'Trrm—




























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3





m 111 m i



























111 11 11 "1
?2









1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22
11 1









22 222 22 l l l l l l
111 333111111111 11122222
2222 333 l l l l l l 2211
mum mil
I 111333 l l l l l l 2222
113 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 3
















3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
333.33332222 Til ITT TITll"
331112222222333 333331111
111333 11111111133333332233111111111







333.31122222111333113333 1 1 1 1 1






















mi mi 11 " ir
m i n i m i
~T1
m i n i n m
11 mm 11
m
- -- - mn •••























































































































l l l l l l 1 1 1 1 1 1 2223333333333222222223311111
11 3333111 2 23 2222333331111133
33333 ?111 1 33 11 1 1 12222331 133
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 331 11113333 1111111222222
311133333 1 11 333 3111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 33333
11111111133333 11112222 1 2223 3333333 333222
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 333331133331 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22111 33222222222 111 '
222221111111 3 22222 233332222333
11 33222233333 222111 1111333333333333322
l l l l l l 1111111222111 333 3333322222333333 111
imil33333332P22?llll 1333 32222233331111111 ""
1111 333333333111111111111111 333333333222222
1111 1 111 3J333J111133 33222 33333333322222
111 1 1 1 2 233333111111 33111111111111333111113311111
1111113 3 33322 11 333322 1111111113311111 "~ "~ ~" " " '"
11 33 1111 33 1111 33 11111 33333333 222
11 1 1 1 1 3 111 3 1111.3 222 11) 3333333 111
1111 33111111 l i m i l l l l 111222 333333 11
33 111113 111 1111 3323
332 l l l l l l 11111111113222
33.311 2?





1 1 1 1 ' 3333333 "2? " " " ' '"
3333111111111 2 2233333331112222
33333 l l l l l l 222222221111133
333111 1 1 1 1 1 333333333322223
JJU3 111133 2333222211111133
31 1 1 1 1 1 33333 33111112333331111 1
1133333 11 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 21133322333333333111
3333332222 33333 3333133332?222231 1 1 111
1111113 U 33333 333311333333311111333331
333311111122221111 333332222222222333223333331 11 3
333X3 3311111 111 1 111 1222233.122222223111 1 1 1 1 11 1
l l l l l l l l l l l l 22233331133333333331122322?33322 3 33
1111)1 11133 222222233333332?2223333333ll riT.3 UT33~
11113 milllll 33333322222233333333 1111113333333 l l l l l l
33333 11111133 33 1 1 111 33332?11133333~1 lV113333T3133'~3333Tn T
1133 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1133 22222111111111332 33322311111111111333331
11112222 3331111 331111111P222222 3111 1 111 333111 1 111 111 1
3333 l l l l l l 331111111 1111111112222222 111133333111111111113
333 ?22222222 111113333 11333333332222 2333331 1 11 1 1 13 Tl'l'l'l "
1111 1111 333331111 22223333332222 22 3333333333331111
333 1 1 1 1 333331111 1 1 1 33222222333333332222 "231 1T1T1 m"33T™~ "'
333 222 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3222333333111111111333 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
333 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 113333333 33333 3331)11222333233 1333 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
111111112 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 33223 333? 33333331 11113 3333111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2211111 22223 3333 22?333 1113 ~ : "
33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2223 33333 33 333 2?
33 111 22 333 11 12 1 22 " "
33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 2222 22 3333
3 111 33 1 [ 1 111 1 311 1 1 1 133
3 l l l l l l l i m i 333 ( 1 2222 2222 22211
3 2222 222f 1 1 3311 3333 — ~
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 111 1 1 3333 33322
1111 111113[ 333333 ) 22 3333 3333 " ""
11 111 11111333.33 1 1113
11 1 1 1 1 1 3B 333333222233 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 111111113333333 1 1 1 1 1
22222 B 3333333111133333 1 """ " " '
111(3 3322222333331133333 1
mm r 3333333333222223333 i
22 ?P 111111111111333333333333 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 111
11
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
111 111
1 1 1 1 mil
m i i 11111
nmiiimm
urn mi
mi i m 1 1i m 1 1 1 1 1 m
11 11 mm m
n i mi i11 mm i
i miiiiii m1 1 1 1 n u n
11 11 U 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
m mu iin i i liiimm mi
1 1 m 1 1 in
i mi11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 mi 11 i
i iimm 11
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 111






~ run mi 13 ~
111111122211 11
:ui ui3 in





111 1 11 133
111 111333
' I'l 11133311
1 ) 1 122222111 1 11
"311222112 1111
11122221 1
111 133331 1 1 1 1
111333333
111 1 1 1 1 111 11
333111122 1 1 1 1
' m?2211111111
21) 111333
1 1 1 1 333333
1111333333
333331) 1 1 1 1 1
m mu 11 11
1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3331112221111
T33372?Tin " 1"
3 3 ) 1 ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3333331 1 1 1 1 111
mm 122211
11U22P11? Ill




























































































































































































































































1 1 ) 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1 1 1 riJ3333J3322221133 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 11 11111113333333333333311 1 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 13113333222222,?313333 3333
1111 (11 1322222222333333333 3322
111! 1 111111113332222333333 3222
1 1 1 1 11 3333222222111111133 1
222[ -13222233.13333222221111111 "' "
111 313331111 133311 13332 11
(111 111111333333333331)1113 23
1111 211 1 11113J33333333333222 1
imillll 3322P21.1331111 11111222111 1
1 1 ) 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11333333333111111111111
11 3333311111333311111133333332 1




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111133322222111111111111111 1
111 133333333333333111 33333333333222111 1 " " '
(3113333333333111 1 1 1 1 1 1133331112222 1
t 33131111223331313?2222233333331111 1
11 3333313133222?22233333?22imill33 1
11 111 l l l l l 11333333311 133333333311 122222221
t 33111333333311111111133333333333 1




t 331111111111333322222111333 1 )
[ 33311333333311111111113333 )
21 3J3J31 1 111 1113331 1 1 1 13U33" ' 1
( 331)11113333333111113333 1
( 11113333333111111 133111111 1 ~
(111 331333222211 111113 ]
11111111133333331 1 1 1 1 ) " "
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 33333333333 2221 1
f 1 1 1 1 3.133331 1 1 1 22? )
(111111133333331 111 1
1111111111113333333 311 1 ' " "
( 331333333 2? 1
11 [ 22.133333 33
( 1111113333333 333




1 1 1 1 1 1 33.13 111 ~
( 1111113 3 333 1 1
( 333 1111 1111 1
IK 1 111111 32 111 21










1 1 1 1 112*2211
111122?211 11
1 It'eH 1112 1111
333311122111111
11111133333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 11133 11







1 1 1 1 JJ^" J JJJ 1 1
33222233322 11
13322221111
l l l l l ) 11333
333333333311111
133333.13333
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1J33J










J J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J J ii
111333331111111
1111 11?2 1 1 1 1
11111122222
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J333
333322?21111








1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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208 UNPEQUeSTED FRAMES TAKEN
21111 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ArtOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SIMULATION OUTPUT FOR ERS NIGHT TARGET STUDY
NIGHT RUNS OUTPUT
The output for the night runs is a subset of the day simulation
output, and consists of the station contact identification and Map 1.
In the station contact listing, AOS and LOS data are for night contacts,



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 "RUNID -~S1*USf1STA "MAP T
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS (9=9 OR MORE)
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TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
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DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - S2,US»A,aS MAP 1
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT BEEN REQUESTED.
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS (9=9 OR MORE)
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29465 BLANK FRAMES IN THE ABOVE MAP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
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DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 RUN ID - 3S»US»A»1S MAP 1
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE NOT SEEN REQUESTED.
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS (9=9 OR MORE)
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29465 BLANK FRAMES IN THE"AROVE"M~AP
TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATFD
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DATA USED FROM QUARTER T RUN ID - "4S»US»A,C1 MAP 1
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK FRAMES HAVE~WT HEEN REOUtSIEU."
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS (9=9 OR MORE)
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28800 BLANK FRAMtS IN I HE AHUVt MAP


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA USED FROM QUARTER 1 "" ~ RUN ID - S5»US»~A,C2 MAP 1
THE FOLLOWING MAP SHOWS REQUESTED FRAMES.
BLANK t-KAMEb HAVE NOT bttN RtOUtbltU.
DIGIT PRINTED IS THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS (9=9 OR MORE)
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1 7 4 0 0 0
188 _0 0 0
202 '0 0 0




21 0 °_ 9
- 3 5 - 0 0 ~"0"
49 P_ ° °_
~~"63' 0 0" 0 "
7 7 O O P
—9T— ~ ~ 0 0 0~
105 _ 0 _0 0_
"119 " P P"~" P
133 0 0 _0
T47~ b b b
1 6 1 0 0 0
»T75~ 0 0 I T
189 _ 0 0_ 0_
203" T~"6" "0
217 0 _ 0__0
2 3 1 0 0 0
2 4 5 O O P
----- B"— 5 0 IT
22 _0 0 0_
•™36~ 0 0" "6
50 . P . p.... _0_6 4 b o b
7 8 O O P
—92— 0 0 0^
106 _0_ 0 _ 0_
"120' " 0 P °
134 _P_ 0 0
~l-4~8~ 0 0~ ""0~
1 6 2 O O P
-17&— —D—D 0-
190 _0 0_ 0
'2C4 0 ""0 "0~
2 1 8 0 0 0 _
"232" 0""0"~0
2 4 6 0 0 0
— g - D 0 0~
23 °. ° °.
37 0 P "0"
5 1 0 0 0
65 "'0' "0""0"
7 9 O O P
—93— ~D 0 0~
107 0 P P
121 ' "0"" 0""0"
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149 "0 0 """0
1 6 3 O O P
—177— 0 0 0~
1 9 1 0 0 0
~205 "0"~0"'0"
2 1 9 0 0 0
233 - O " - 0 0
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TOTAL OPERATIONS THIS CYCLE=
FRAMES WITHIN STATION CONES
BLANKS TARGETS ELIMINATED
1784 1539 0
IP.!*1- ^ MM!!^ I!9. FRAMES TOTAL REMAINING TARGETS TOTAL REMAINING BLANKS
_.,-.-_- _ _ .
RUN ID-S5»US»A»C2
